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Homecoming 76 and Gateway supplement
Initiation to the class of 1913 could be a trial. The original Gateway cutline 

read “Dyde, White and Puffer administer the second degree. The first degree - 
come down the chute.” Times have changed, however, as homecoming alumni 
will discover this weekend. But just to keep their memories somewhat intact,

Gateway has included a special pull-out supplement in the center of the paper 
with excerpts from the classes to be honored at this year's homecoming -1916, 
1926,1936,1951,1956,1966 and 1971. Also included is a list of Homecoming 76

Photo University Archives.activities. Welcome back.

The Gateway“We musn’t make 
political decisions!” 
- Students' Council

“Man is by nature a 
political animal.”

- Aristotle
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Throne speechStudent teachers
/

may be left out
OTTAWA (CUP) - Fighting inflation and unemployment 

remains a federal government priority, but the liberals are just as 
vague about solutions as they were two years ago.

The Throne Speech opening the second session of Canada’s 
thirtieth parliament reiterated government legislation that has been 
in the offing for years and promised little that is new.

“The continued reduction of inflation and the creation of many 
more employment opportunities for Canadians are and will 
continue to be the government’s highest priorities,” the speech 
says. But the government still cannot be more specific than that.

Government restraint is seen as the key to stopping inflation 
but the restraint continues to take the form of social service 
cutbacks.

All the contradictions remain. While the government will cut 
down on growth in the civil service through amalgamating 
departments like the unemployment insurance commission (UIC) 
and the manpower and immigration department, and therefore 
provide poorer service, the speech promises more grants for small 
business, job creation programs and a new national institution 
“dedicated to improving the quality of life in the workplace.”

by Richard Desjardins

Several hundred U of A student teachers could lose valuable classroom 
instruction time if a recent decision by Edmonton public school teachers to strike 
is put into effect.

Teachers voted Friday to walk off the job in protest of the Edmonton Public 
School Board’s (EPSB) refusal to deal with collective bargaining items.

Some university students enrolled in Student Teaching Practicum have 
already begun their 10-week practicum, while other students will not begin until 
Oct. 18.

On Friday, teachers backed 
the strike with an 80 per cent vote 
of approval.

During the past three con
tract negotiations, EPSB
teachers have sought higher « Mrfinwan longer than a week, several
wages. In a telephone interview bY UarY MCUOwan hundred students could be
with The Gateway, Bill Student teachers may find affected.
Summerfelt, president of the themselves left outside
Edmonton Teachers Local, said: classroom doors if a potential because only one school system 
Teachers are aware that 9.2 per strike by Edmonton’s public would be affected by the strike, 

cent is all they're going to get, school teachers takes place. said Jackson, and therefore 
and now we’re concentrating on But as yet the university’s some students will continue
non-cost items.” faculty of education has made practise teaching in the separate

The present dispute stems “no specific plans" to deal with school system and surrounding 
back six years ago to the in- that situation, says Dr. R.K. county school systems while 
traduction of Clause 13-1 by the jackson of the education's 
board. "At that time,” according department of field experience, 
to Summerfelt, “teachers agreed "We’ve made no specific
to spend a maximum of 1,400 plans with regards to the student there’s a possibility that some 
minutes a week in their teaching program should the- students could be placed in the 
c assrooms. This maximum has strike take place," Dr. Jackson other school systems if a strike 
not become a minimum." said in a telephone interview.

Summerfelt said there has »| hope that the strike.., if it
een a decline in the morale of does take place, will be of short could be absorbed by other day of protest at a meeting held 
e teaching rank because of duration because our programs systems, however," he said, 

increased expectations, “Yet allow enough leeway to make up 
tnere has been no increase in some of the lost time.”

However, Jackson added, if attitude 
the strike takes place and lasts becomes clear."

Referring to fiscal arrangements act negotiations, it says: “In 
the areas of medical insurance, hospital insurance and post
secondary education, negotiations will continue with the provinces 
concerning the gradual introduction of new financial and ad
ministrative arrangements.

"These changes would not only allow the provinces to exercise 
greater flexibility in the provision of services, but would also serve 
the federal government's goal of co-operative restraint upon the 
rising cost of health and social security programs."

The speech gives no indication that the standard methods of 
cutting health and social service costs - reducing service instead of 
working towards preventative health care, for example - will 
change.

Ed faculty sits tight

The situation is complicated

"Other programs will provide more job opportunities and 
improved employment counselling for young people."

continued to page 2
those assigned to the public 
school system will not.

However, Jackson said SCM supports protest
The Edmonton chapter of “to perpetuate a system of op- 

the Student Christian Movement pression, poverty and injustice incontinued a long time.
"Not all student teachers voted support of today’s national the world."

She said some of the SCM
students would be leaving 

Kathy Palmer, SCM classes today to join the protest 
secretary, said the group decided march to the Legislature but that 
that the federal government’s some would remain in classes as 
anti-inflation controls are made well.

last week.
"For the moment, we’ve just 

got to adopt a wait-and-see 
until the situationcontinued to page 2
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Ed students from p. 1
drawworking conditions if they re

arrange their priorities.”
Summerfelt said the Board 

had interfered with the teachers' 
right to manage public schools.

"The Alberta School Act has

funds to pay for these expec
tations," he said.

"Basically, what teachers are 
after is improved working and 
learning conditions," Summerfelt 
said, “as well as a maximum 
placed on class size, an elimina
tion of doubling of grades and 
more preparation time.

"The Board has the 
finances," Summerfelt charged. 
"They opened up Old Scona 
Academic High School, which I 
felt was unnecessary, and it cost 
the rate payers $300,000. They 
can find the money to meet 
teachers' demands for better

xe\6
*8in fact given teachers many 

rights,” he said, "including the 
right to re-arrange the school 
year." Z IJjafl

uAlthough teachers can legal
ly walk off the job Oct. 14th, it is 
expected that the Alberta 
Teachers’ Association will try to 
reopen negotiations with the 
School Board before a strike vote
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iAnswers 115. Denny McLain (AL), Bob Gibson 

(NL).
1. Paul Hornung and Alex Karras 6. Jack Sharkey 1930.
2. c) Sonny Jurgenson to Gerry Allen 7. Don Budge, Rod Laver.
?' tXlpp ,, , 8. a) Rodeo b) Chess c) Snooker d)
4. Goal-Rogatien Vachon, defence- Curling e) Bowling 
Bobby Orr, Borje Salming. forwards- 9. a) Calgary, 22(1948-49).
Darryl Sittler, Milan Novy, Alexander 10. Bill Mosienko. 21 seconds 
Maltsev.
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Donations Of

Used Books 
& Records

The inexorable approach of mid-terms.
As inexorably as the approach of 10 o’clock noon in metric time, mid-terms draw near and 

students will be spending all 20 hours in the day in libraries this week.for a Sale to be held Nov. 3 & 4, Main Floor, Central Academic 
Building.
Please Bring Donations to the CUSO office, 2-5 University Hall, 
by November 1st.
Proceeds will be used to support CUSO projects. If you have any 
questions please phone 432-3381.

CUP conference Throne speech 
from page 1

Delegates at a Canadian large number of regional campus An area which appears Con-
University Press (CUP) papers at small cost. tradictory in light of education
Thanksgiving conference in Win- cutbacks is bilingualism, a top
nipeg agreed that expansion of The bureau relies on telex government priority. The speech 
the news service, representing 70 and telephone transmissions to promises a move toward 
student newspapers across relaV stones Quickly. teaching French in schools
Canada, should come in the form And encouraged by the rather than concentrating on the 
of regional news bureaus. success in B.C., the CUP civil service.

A report from the British delegates decided to push the However, at bilingual post-
Columbia news bureau, begun in idea of regional bureaus at the secondary institutions! 
Sept, on the „ UBC campus, annual CUP conference to be bilingualism budgets were the 
showed that student news could held in Vancouver this Christ- first to be cut. Even at the primai) 
be transported very quickly to a mas. and secondary levels French

immersion programs have beer 
cut back

Final Year 
• Commerce 

and M.B.A. 
Students

Today, the Chartered Accountant plays one 
of the most exciting roles in business management, 

tackling complex and fascinating problems.
For the professionally-trained, 

the scope is limitless.
Discuss career opportunities with Clarkson, Gordon 

representatives, on campus

“ t?. *

“You will be asked to amend

tiam c's 
"deciding Stop

the unemployment insuranceacfft 
in ways which will permit inis 
surance funds to be used tin 
maintainthe incomeof Canadians* 
being trained for new jobs and tci 
help employers retrain workers! 
who might otherwise be tem
porarily laid off."

Nowhere are the UIC cuts 
introduced with the last budget 
mentioned. The extension oftht 
UIC qualifying period from eight 
to 12 weeks is one which wil 
particularly affect students.

Other areas discussed in the 
speech - labor, civil service ands 
human rights code - have all beet 
talked about before. For instance 
the speech promises a collective 
bargaining information centre 
This task was supposed to be the 
major responsibility of the Cana 
dian labour relations counci 
from which the Canadian labour 
congress withdrew last year it 
protest against wage controls.

The speech promises gooc 
legislation: housewives will be 
included in the Canada pensior 
plan, greater subsidies for da) 
care are planned and the princi 
pie of equal pay for work of equa' 
value will be included in the 
human rights code.

With any luck, freedom d 
information legislation will also 
be introduced. This is particular 
ly important to studen' 
organizations who may finally 
get access to so-called confiden
tial documents such as studenl 
manpower studies and employ
ment surveys.

Nov. 1-4 “Everything lor a beautiful Wedding.”

Appointments should be made through the 
Student Placement Office.

Nov. 4 will be set aside for students interested in 
employment in Calgary.

lilr, Oil - Iii\ ii.itions. \ apkmi.

Rvplx Cards. Matches

* Car & Hall decorations * Cake tops

* Cifts, Books, Candles 

X Candelabra to rent

X Cake decorating Supplies

-X- Bridal Bout/uels IArtificial}

# Photography 

X Cakes • rent or buy

MAR NIL’S WEDDING SHOP

10105 - 80 Avenue, 
Edmonton, Alberta

Clarkson, Gordon & CO.
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS

St. John's • Halifax • Saint John • Quebec 
Montreal • Ottawa • Toronto • Mississauga • Hamilton 

Kitchener • London • Windsor • Thunder Bay • Winnipeg 
Regina • Calgary • Edmonton • Vancouver • Victoriav

[""portraits j
I of- I
IoistinctionI 'STUDIOS*^7

Need A Break From the Hassles?

Ftmte's OPEN

OFFICIAL CAMPUS PHOTOGRAPHER 0 11 AM - 3 AM 
till 4 AM 

WeekendsSpecialists in 
Class Grad Pictures 

Make your appointment NOW!
1012 HUB

ifîmfiàêti
mAw»

LICENSED

433-8244
Good Food Reasonable PricesSPECIAL STUDENT PRICES
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mPeople attack newspapers continuously and the 
usual argument they present is that the paper is “not 
being objective." And, of course, that’s a very valid point - 
newspapers are not objective. And anyone in the media 
who tries to tell you they are being objective is lying. As 
soon as the decision is made about what constitutes 
news (...man bites dog - that’s news, son!) you’ve already 
shown your bias. When you make a decision on what to 
put in a headline, you’ve shown your bias. When you 
dicide how to begin your story, who to quote from and 
which quotes to use, which way to arrange the’’facts” of a 
story, where to put the story on a page, you've shown 
your bias.

That’s why it's strange to listen to people criticize our 
coverage of the Oct. 14 day of protest. Certainly we’ve 
been biased - we’ve never tried to hide it. But the 
commercial media has beenbiasedtoo. Just take a look at 
how the Ottawa Journal dubbed Oct. 14 “LABOUR 
FARCE"; the Winnipeg Free Press called it “meaningless 
militancy"; the Toronto Star “Nobody expected the labor 
unions to enjoy controls, but they ought to be adult 
enough to swallow the bitter medicine instead of 
stamping and screaming through a day of protest like an 
angry child." All this is, of course, not prejudgement, not 
biased - just a clear reporting of the facts.
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Reader Comment...

9
■Palace revolt

great things (really pounding exciting and innovative as i 
them out) was going to be part of could have been, due to the fat

that there is already provisionlo
Reynolds questioned the three such awards. McFarlan 

usefulness of this move, pointing countered this by saying tha 
out that the rally and general these awards had not bee 
meeting would drown in the issued for years and in effect di 
quagmire of the exciting events not exist de facto, 
of NSD. Gillese (vp finance) 
pointed out that if council was 
unable to draw a sizeable 
audience on a day supposedly 
devoted to increased student 
awareness, they would not be 
able to do so even on the day of 
the Second Coming.

Reynolds pointed out that 
the FAS advertising was shoddy 
and wondered whether the

by P. Murphy NSD.

A new wind was blowing at 
the Oct. 4 Monday council 
meeting. Councillors looked and 
acted alive and the atmosphere of 
pervasive boredom and nonin- 

And certainly, it's just a coincidence that commercial voivement was missing. The 
newspapers are bound up in the business of making executive faced some severe 
profit. The fact the Toronto Star has larger real estate criticism and several times it 
holdings than the total value of it’s newspaper, the fact looked as if a palace revolution 
the Edmonton Journal is part of a newspaper chain which was in process, 
earns millions of dollars each year (profits up 26 percent Several councillors took um- 
for the first six months of 1976) and runs some of the brage at the statement issued by 
heaviest advertising copy of any major metro daily in the the executlve that the Students 
country ... those are all strange coincidences. That's why

It was pointed out to bin 
that, during the last counci 
meeting, he claimed that no sud 
award existed. The discussia 
around the question whether net 
meant in fact new or merel] 
slightly modified continued fo 
some time. In the ensuina 
boredom, I failed to notica 
whether or not this shining exam] 
pie of recognition for servies 
(beyond going to RATT an] 
talking to your friends) woulj 
earn its rightful place in tha 
tradition of this great institution

Union would not support the 
, . ... , x, x . national day of protest on Oct. 14.

its a strange coincidence that their coverage has been Janssen (commerce rep) felt that 
largely anti-labor. councillors had no input in this

If you can’t be objective, you should admit it. And decision, though the campus 
even admitting you can’t be objective, doesn't mean you biamesthemforthestand, which, 
can’t (and shouldn't be) “fair." he added, does not necessarily

reflect either the view of council

advertising for the rally and 
general meeting would be of 
comparable quality.

Gillese explained that the 
FAS advertising was marred 
slightly by the fact that one of the 
printers of the pamphlet lost her thal fbey are thought of as blan 
thumb in the line of duty and that, bionic puppets by the majority 
when a printer in the possession *be students they so ably repn 
of all his digits could be found, senf- Zoeteman reassured thei 
the quality and aesthetic that steps were taken to remet 
appearance of the material would this apalling misconception, an 
improve. Reynolds wrung out her that a booklet with the title; "Win

Student Council Can Do R

Council further complaint
or of the students in general.

For all you folks out there who have been paying . SU president Len Zoeteman 
higher prices to see Student Cinema this year (up 50 claimed that the exeuctive was
cents over last year, $1 from a year before that) and yet c^9eewith something and that 
have Still had to put up With the obnoxious buzzing noise the resulting unilateral statement 
from the projector, there may be some good news in the was one justified by Executive 
offing. It appears that the noise, which sometimes privilege, a motion to bring the 
drowns out the movie dialogue, is caused by “in-line issue back to the floor to have it 
distortion" because of cables being laid in parallel debated by council was narrowly 
fashion and creating some sort of electro magnetic fields, defeated.

Ken Reynolds, (arts) aided
The Cinema people couldn’t do anything about this by Janssen, took the Executive to

task for nonperformance of cam
paign promises. He focused on 
the failure to issue a list of

promise that advertising for the 
rally/general meeting would be You" would be rolling off th 
handled separately from the presses in the near future, 
blurbs promoting NSD.

The Executive seemed to there is a problem regarding th 
relax a bit after having weathered literacy of university studetnsha 
these attacks, till it was men- generally been accepted. Educi 
tioned that the award for tion students and facult) 
academic and extracurricular however, are concerned aboi 
involvement, the living symbol of certain recommendations It 
what council is doing for one changes in the public schoi 
students, was in fact not as novel, system.

The report's observation th

before because the provincial Amusements Act does not 
allow pulsators in projection booths (Instead of having
continuous light in movie projectors, they require a jects for the comi as
pulsator to pulse light through at very high speeds), promised in April and wondered 

But people in SUB theatre think changes to the whether the fact that such a list 
Amusements Act within the next three months will allow had not been published in the 
them to move their pulsators closer to the rest of their Gateway meant that in fact the 
equipment in the projection booth and eliminate the Executive did not have any plans
problem. So, for the next three months, I suppose we’ll for the next six months.

Zoeteman countered by 
pointin out that a list of items 
accomplished during August had 
been made available on Sept. 20, 
but that council did not have any 
reactions at that time.

Bookstore shit on again
Instead of installing a new illogical a thing to do, and 

and expensive computing system believe there must be at leastoi 
at the bookstore in order to way to solve the ridicule» 
relieve the miserable situation at problem, 
the beginning of every new term, 
why can't the textbooks simply spend hours standing in a que» 
be distributed to students by the because their instructors ask th! 
instructor in every class? In that “the first three chapters be rei 
way, a lot of time could be saved by the next class,” the instruct® 
and the essential text books and the bookstore staff shou1 
could be obtained by the also be considerate enough I 
students right on the first day of help to save some precious tiro 
classes. Standing in line forthree and energy of the students, 
hours or more just to pay for 
one’s text books is simply too

either have to suffer through the noise or just quite going 
to SUB theatre for our movies.

Kevin Gillese If students care enough

National Student Day was 
the next item to come under 
scrutiny. It was learned that the 
general meeting and rally to 
promote student involvement 
and awareness of the possibility 
that there really is a Student 
Council and that they are doing

,v *"* V> For National Advertising, this paper is a member ot

m The Campus Network
307 Davenport Road. Toronto, Ontario M5R 1K5 
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Some students sort of vote occasionally
For once...a fan !!Mr. Mason’s remarks are 

ludicrous. No mandate could 
possibly come from 1,343 
students out of 20,000. The actual 
mandate passed down was in
difference. The majority of 
students do not care about FAS, 
or its business. Isn’t that the 
conclusion to be drawn? But Mr. 
Mason’s remarks are quoted as if 
they were perfectly acceptable.

The next headline on the

6 referendum.
Yet Brian Mason, secretary- 

treasurer of FAS, is quoted as 
follows in the article: “These 
decisions at the two largest 
universities in the province show 
very clearly a resurgence of 
concern among students about 
the issueg that affect them. I think 
FAS has now received a mandate 
from the university students in 
Alberta to continue its policies..." 
Mandate? Resurgence?

The heading of Gateway, 
rhursday, Oct. 7, read, “Alberta 
;tudents Support FAS." Don’t 
,oU think that title inappropriate? 
t is very difficult to take seriously 
, student newspaper which so 
nisconceives the issues and the 
n,erests of its students. Clearly, 
tnd inarguably, students at the U 
,( A are not concerned about 
:AS. Neither are those at U of C. 
3oth universities’recorded voter 
urnouts of 10 per centatthe Oct.

After one month of staying Apart from that, recreational 
here at the U of A as a regular facilities are at their full disposal 
student, I have to express my to that everybody has what they 
personal view on this wonderful want. Sport fields are full day and 
university — of its way of life, and night with the students practicing 
of its inhabitants. Albertans their physical sport with 
should be very proud of the enthusiasm and pleasure. “In 
students who are here. Yes, corpo sano, spirito est sano." 
youths of today are very different 
but they have much more charm on campus, you see physical 
and get more enjoyment from life strength and health in everybody 
than we did years ago.

Simplicity of their clothing, idea that they are all good and 
friendships and behaviors are proud bearers of their role in life 
wonderful because they show as being Canadian, 
what personal liberty is, and how 
it effects them individually. They the days for their personal 
have personal energy force, and pleasures, where the sport ac- 
willingness to accomplish their tivities attract everyone. And late 
goals. Everyone is busy watching at night, you can hear loud voices 
time-tables in order to be exactly and calls — like wolves and 
on time for the lessons. ‘ coyotes — in order to burst their

Conditions and con- energies, 
veniences of the university gives 
everybody a good chance to tant that people my age come 
perform this wonderful duty, here and see this way of life and

its youths, to get an idea of what 
education means here. "Dum

Walking and meeting them
same page reads, "Grad Students 
Vote Full Support Oct. 14." Isn't 
that deliberately misleading? Or 
do you excuse it as eyecatching? 
“About 35 grad students from the 
departments of political science, 
sociology, anthropology and 
educational foundations, ap
proved a resolution..." (Gateway, 
Oct. 7).

— boys and girls. It gives you the

Beer bash a bust
Saturday and Sundays areliquor purchased under a permit, 

and for the other RATT could 
easily handle the excess.

I write this in hopes that you 
will realize that this miserable 
handling was not the fault of the 
Chemical Engineering Club. We 
do however, apologize to all of 
those who were in attendance.

Niels Gundesen 
disgruntled Chem E Student

This letter was written to 
a dual purpose: toserve

apologize to the people in atten
dance at the Dinwoodie social on 
Saturday, and to comment on the 
Students' Union handling of this

I believe that The Gateway is 
neither addressing itself to the 
actual concerns of the majority of 
students, nor fulfilling its 
editorial obligations.

IIavent.
1 This gathering was spon

sored by the U of A Chemical 
Engineering Club. As it turned 
out though, we had nothing to do 
with the handlmg of this event. 
The Students’ Union told us that 
they would be managing all 
socials this year as past perfor
mances by various clubs had 
proved inadequate. They would,
they said, handle such things as 
beer sales, tickets, and security 
because we were unable to do an 
adequate job in these areas. The 
omy thing left to us was publicity.

I think that it is very impor-Hi
Colin Ross 

Commerce 2

Discrimination is nothing new Vivimus, Vivamus".
Rajo Vuksanovish 

(Senior Citizen) 
10th HendayStrip off the skin and we’re a past incidents, it is not going to 

bloody mess, but at least we’re happen here anyway, 
equal. in the meantime, all notices

The concept of all will still be inside the glass door, IV/Irtrn offpi'C 
"coloured” people are inferior is and we will be hiring a part-time VI Ido
all in the mind, if people can just janitor for our mailbox, 
open their eyes and see through 
the skin, well, judging from all the

I was enraged, yet not at all 
surprised when I read about the 
Chinese Students’ Association 
maiibo* incident in the editorial 
(Gate-..-j , h ’ • ;

During the last three years as 
an executive member of the CSA, 
incidents of this nature occur so 
often they became something 
we have to live with.

Notices on our door were 
burnt, mutilated or decorated 
with remarks, in order to keep 
them safe, they have to be posted 
inside the glass door.

I agree with you, some peo
ple can be so ignorant when it 
comes to the problem of racial 
differences. You think they are 
here for higher education, turns 
out that the stuff they learned 
appeared in our mailbox last 
Monday.

grateful thanksm loseph A. Chiang 
VP Chine Students Assoc. I applaud Gateway's efforts 

to extend its readership into the 
Edmonton community, to appeal 
to persons of all ages. My 
daughter, age twelve, has 
become an avid fan of Gateway 

As an added comment to the unnoticed. Nonetheless, when writers Ambrose Fierce and 
"Edmonton 61" controversy one considers the size of the Frank Mutton. “They really un- 
which occupied so much of the world’s insect population as a derstand the way my mind 
past week's headlines, I would whole, the potential for mischief works," she recently commented, 
like very much to point out a is enormous, 
serious danger in the public reac
tion.

As it turned out, under the 
ixpert handling of the Students’ 
Jnion there was a shortage of 
Deer. It seemed the "experts" had 
miscalculated and by 11 p.m., not
midnight as their banners 
suggested, there were no more 
Deer tickets for sale. The reason 
they gave was to the effect that
Dveryone drank too much. It 
seems that Students’ Union is 
sow regulating the amount of 
Deer students can consume on 
:his campus.

One questions why the 
Students’ Union, the experts on 
Dandling such affairs, would 
jnderestimate the needed supply 
Df suds. For one thing, the ALCB 
Drovides refunds for unused

I
! Cricket bugs student

She has even organized, among 
Please do not sell the insect her friends, The Fierce Mutton 

world short; buzzing around in Fan Club.
Many people seem to feel the heads of these tiny creatures No doubt, her interests will 

that the protester’s energies are scores of intensely change as she moves on to high 
could be directed more construe- passionate feelings about all school; for the moment though, 
lively at something better than a sorts of hot issues, and believe she is thoroughly enchanted by 
cricket team. I must make haste me, protesting a cricket team “those neat guys," as she calls 
to point out that although the doesn’t mean bugger-all to your them. Thank you for amusing the 
contribution made to world wasps, or your bees, oryourants. children.

Anholt Bluebottle 
Dept, of Entomology

Certain people just cannot 
accept the fact that there are 
other kinds of people besides 
themselves. They see us as being 
non-white, thus inferior, not that 
we are only different, culturally.

[ politics by cricket has to this date 
been low-key and by and large

Jean H. Stone 
Graduate Studies

cleaning the toilets in the men’s 
can, and would appreciate her 
return. There won’t be a refund, 
but Bill says the lucky customer 
can make a great deal on his 
brother-in-law ... Bruce Hogle 
over at CFRN has just returned 
from a tour of Japan — it seems 
that while in Tokyo, he took a 
wrong turn and ended up in a 
geisha house. Judging from the 
way he acts, it gave him a whole 
new slant on life ... Dean Adams 
over at the U would appreciate it 
if people wouldn’t try pulling his 
nose and mustache — believe it 
or not, he was born with them and 
doesn’t appreciate the constant 
comments about his striking 
resemblance to Groucho Marx ... 
Chuck Chandler and the crew at 
Disco Dazes want to make it clear 
that having to be seen with a mob 
of fruity teenagers really em- 
barasses them, but ITV's boss 
Charles Allard threatened them 
with guest appearances on the 
Barb Kelly show, so they gave in.

Frank Mutton

/fvX THE WAY 
I SEE IT

of a fund set up by the new “Well 
shut Mah Mowf" branch of Con
sumer and Corporate Affairs.

Well, today is the big day. All 
across the country working-class 
people are sleeping in late and 
enjoying the day of protest. Here 
at the Journal, things are pretty 
quiet — not only are all the 
presse_s shut down, but 
O’Callaghan the chief, led a 
delegation of newsroom 
protesters over to the Cecil to 
complain about the price of draft, 
so the place is pretty quiet.

J. Patrick didn’t quite make it 
to the bar, however — on the way 
over he bumped into Jack 
Pickett, a local rail union chief. 
After a heated confrontation over 
wage controls, O’Callaghan 
called Jack a dumb Mick who 
talked like he had a railway tie up 
his ass.

The Chartered Accountants 
Society of Canada sent me a 
copy of a letter they're delivering 
to Mayor Cavanaugh tomorrow. 
It seems that they found out what 
the colour scheme in the 
Churchill Station of the new rapid 
transit system will be, and they 
are incensed.

You see, there are a lot of 
C.P.A.s in Chancery Hall, above 
the station, and the Society is 
afraid that the flaming orange 
walls, covered with surrealistic 
Dayglo pictures of former 
mayors, may send the accoun
tants into a catatonic state.

They cite evidence from the 
University that ordinarily mild- 
mannered Commerce students 
are thrown into a frothing frenzy 
by the sight of anything bright 
and shiny (especially currency).

Business Reporter, which 
appeared on campus yesterday, 
ran a special report on the 
problem and came to the conclu
sion that Commerce students 
generally froth at anything, and 
thus this was no indication of 
their emotional state.

The Engineering Depart
ment has agreed to lead all C.P.'s 
out of the building by hand until 
the walls can be painted a dull 
grey.

P

\y/
Mr. O’Callaghan by the way, 

will be taking an idea from fellow 
journalist Jim Davies: for the next 
30 days, J. Patrick will write a 
special Patient for a Month 
feature from the Intensive Care 
Ward at the General.

FOR WHAT IT’S WORTH
Latin apologists might note a 
fault in last week's headline writer 
in “admuram...Oedipe" run in the 
masthead ears. "Mums" is se
cond declension noun and to say 
movement up to the wall we 
should have put “ad" with ac
cusative muros.

Speaking of the Day of 
protest, I just caught a news 
bulletin off the CP wire service 
from CLC headquarters in Ot
tawa. It seems that Joe Morris the 
CLC chief, has changed his mind 
and doesn’t want any wage- 
control protest today.

He says the sudden change 
of heart by the union is duetothe 
realization that the wage controls 
are the only road to recovery for 
the Canadian economy. Besides, 
he says, he’ll be too busy coun
ting the four billion dollars the 
government has just granted the 
union. Joe says the money is part
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In closing remember that as 
you wander down the road of 
Life, don’t expect to get a free 
ride. (I mean, the police are really 
cracking down on hitchhikers 
these days, you know?)

r

Bill Comrie phoned to let me 
know that his Midnight Madness 
Sale on Monday was a huge 
success. However, Bill did not 
mean to sell his mother, who was

if
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Chevron closed
Jobs but no students WATERLOO (CUP) - The former editor, and om 

University of Waterloo student professional journalist. 
to federation officially closed the

Chevron, Waterloo's student manager Neil Docherty and ne»
A motion to fire productsan “Outreach" program

Ss year tocauM^a'tockof newsPaPer, at a Sept. 30 meeting editor Henry Hess and to accef 

experienced staff attended by about 200 students, the resignation of editor Adria-
“I don’t know if it’s that the Reversing its decision made Rodway went through sever; 

students are waiting for this only four days earlier to keep the revisions before finally emerge
Chevron open, the council voted as a motion to eliminate tk

“There’s no point in students 
coming to us in April and telling 
us they’re all finished, because so 
are we," said student Manpower 
counsellor Pat Kushnir recently.

This statement was part of 
the counsellor's warning to 
students that deadlines for apply
ing for job interviews began Oct. 
7 and end several weeks later.

These interviews, arranged 
by Manpower's fourth floor SUB 
offices, are for full-time perma
nent post-graduate employment.

According to Kushnir, all the 
student associations, the Deans 
and the Deans’ offices were

contacted.
“We did everything except sit 

on the top of the flagpole with a 
megaphone," she said, adding: 
“perhaps that’s next."

"Normally there’s a line of 
students at both sides of the front 
desk," she said. The counsellor 
attributed the lack of interest to 
feelings by students that it’s too 
early for such interviews.

“I feel that way too and I wish 
we could set the dates for job 
interviews, but the employers set 
them," she said.

Until this year the student 
manpower offices have offered

program or not," said Kushnir
Schedules for job interviews 19 to 2 to suspend publication for positions of editor-in-chief, ne*

four weeks. editor and production manage
In a move apparently aimed and to give employees two week 

at killing the regularly scheduled notice with severance pay. 
Chevron, which was being
typeset at the time of the meeting, parts with federation presided 
the council rescinded all Shane Roberts calling

and the respective deadlines are 
posted on a weekly basis. Other 
posters notify students of job 
interviews that operate on a 
"first-come, first-served" basis.

The number of companies , ,. ^ ^ ^ .
coming to campus looking for Publications dates after Sept. 24. Docherty s firing on the groun*

The council also set up a task that his association with a can 
force to investigate the Chevron pus political group, the Ant 
and eliminated three full-time Imperialist Alliance (AIA), harm 
positions.

The task force will be made

It was later split into thre

prospective employees is up, 
said the counsellor, but the 
number of job vacancies will not 
be known until the companies 
report back to Manpower in the 
spring.

ed his “discriminatory faculties: 
Roberts charged tha 

up of representatives from each Docherty's writing went "beyon 
of the six student societies, one the bounds." 
each- from integrated studies,

"Never again will 200 or 300 
companies come to one location 
like this," she emphasized. “After 
this month, you'll have to go to 
them."

BY POPULAR DEMAND 
The Students’ Union Presents

for the second year a Lecture Series

To substantiate his charge 
Renison College and St. Roberts produced exerpts from 
Jerome’s College; two Chevron taped confrontation, Robert 
staff members appointed by the claimed, because his story d*

not include all that was said.
Roberts also claimei 

Docherty failed to report a: 
alleged assault during a politici 
economy conference at Waterloi 
in March of 1975. Respondingt( 
a request for evidence, Robert 
admitted, "I haven't any evidenci 
on that. I can't produce a witnesr 
on that just now."

Rob Morrison, Engineering 
Society president and proxj 
voter at the meeting, said the 
debate had degenerated into a 
"personal conflict" and he couli 
not support the firings withon 
further investigation.

Roberts then withdrew hi< 
motion. It was replaced witht 
series of motions anl 
amendments for suspension 
without pay, suspension pending! 
legal investigation and proseciï 
tion, and freezing of federate! 
funds to the Chevron.

University full of itWRITING 
TERM PAPERS 
AND ESSAYS

Who said taking the garbage on his second million pounds.
For example:
- one ton of paper con

sumes the pulp of 17 average 
sized trees

out was dull?
Staff and students at the U of 

A collected nearly one million 
lbs. of paper for recycling, or an 
average of 40 tons per month.

Even this is only 20 per cent waste is paper 
of the campus potential. A con
servative estimate of that poten- household collects an average of 
tial is 2500 tons per year, which 28 lbs. of newsprint, 
includes all salvageable paper.

The wastepaper connoisseur information on the university’s 
can take delight in some collection programme can phone 
wastepaper trivia, while working 432-5224.

- one half of Edmonton’s solid

- in the course of a month a

All Lectures by
Professor McKill, English Dept.

Oct. 18th, 20th, 25th, 27th 
& Nov. 1st & 3rd 
4:00 - 5:00 P.M. 

Education North 2-115

Anyone requiring further

OPTICAL PRESCRIPTION CO.
It ended with Roberts mow 

ing to dissolve all editoria 
positions and to give notice li 
Chevron employees.

Although the positions are 
created by by-law and require; 
two-thirds vote to be rescinded 
speaker Bob White ruled thatthi 
11 to 8 simple majority was 
sufficient because the motiof 
was to "dissolve" and not "res
cind." It was agreed that lega 
guidance may be necessar) 
because the actual working was 
to “eliminate".

At a meeting following the 
council’s decision, the Chevroi 
staff voted unanimously to con
tinue publishing. The next edi
tion, called the Free Chevron,» 
expected Oct. 8.

Engineering students, whe 
made up about one half the 
audience, were particularly vocal 
at the meeting. Each fourth-yea' 
engineering division presented! 
petition opposing the Chevron.

Not only were doors to the 
meeting guarded by engineers, 
but one student was designated 
sargeant-at-arms and apparent!) 
guarded the speaker.

Two University Locations
Each lecture deals with a different facet 

of writing papers.
8215 t 112 St. 433-1645 

hJP^I College Plaza[gpz^An
No. 230 - 8409 - 112 St. 439-5094 

,*e$ceipTio« c° Physicians and Surgeons Building
— No charge, no registration
— “first come, first serve basis only

SKI PACKAGESCROSS-COUNTRY
BEGINNER'S PACKAGE 
SKI: SOHO BIRCH 
BOOT: SOHO TRAIL BOOT 
POLE: LILJEDAHL TONKIN 
BINDING: ROTTEFELLA FONIX 
Suggested retail price:
F.A.E. PACKAGE PRICE: $69.95

OUR BEST GENERAL TOURING PACKAGE 
SKI: BONNA 2000 (Fibreglass)
BOOT: VING BACKPACKER 
POLE: LILJEDAHL METAL/LEATHER GRIP 
BINDING: ROTTEFELLA FONIX 
Suggested retail price:
F.A.E. PACKAGE PRICE:

t>

9fS*

WE OFFER SIX OTHER SKI PACKAGES FROM $84.95 to $159.00.

PICK UP OUR CROSS-COUNTRY SKIER’S GUIDE AND CATALOGUE 

FROM OUR STORE OR YOUR LOCAL NEWSSTAND FOR THE LATEST 

INFORMATION ON CROSS-COUNTRY SKIING EQUIPMENT, TECHNIQUES. 
AND WINTER SAFETY.

Forensic
psychiatry*i#r

MSHA8m People interested in forensi 
psychiatry, used in dealing wit 
criminal offenders found no 
guilty of their crimes because: 
certified insanity, are invited!' 
attend a seminar on that subjei 
at the Alberta Hospital, Edmon 
ton, Mon., Oct. 18.

The seminar, which begins! 
9 a.m. in Cameron Hall of th 
Hospital, on Oliver Ave., * 
feature guest speakers fr« 
Canada and the United States.

Dr. Henry Steadman, of Nej 
York, Dr. J. Arboleda-Florezfro'’| 
Abbotsford, B.C., and Dr. Bell 
Steiner from Toronto, will talkoi 
various psychological topics. 1

Se- d

'iX,

2 ŒW\pa CPm
IS K iff aÜ

fj'?—

M 8537-109 Street 433-5525Es&s.**-' -

Hrs. Mon - Fri: 9-9 Sat: 9-6
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.. NEW DUDS , AND PEER.,

NEW BOOTS and BEER,

A NEW tVATTH, AND BEER..

j ... NEW LUNCH FAIL- WITH 
SNOOPY THERMOS ANC?
BEER. IMITATION VINYL 
LEOPARD-SKIN SEAT COVERS/ 

AND BEER,.. /------------------ -------'

THE AiENT KNEW WHERE. 
IB'.A HEAC> WAU AT

..AND ycx.i'LL have: A MEW 
CAR, AND PEER, AND MONEY, 
AND BEER, AND' A NEW 
HOUSE, AMP PEER. •.

IBMiB w m

#fTi

7-
I »XS' 111' <Üyv>.

A. -SO, SC'HL CRAZY AYklT W/NN7 
io make bub a big star ?y? 

HE'S GOT 70 BE KIDDING 1

vf

" ^
3 J!6r-i!

J ^f A U,"
/AX

a ; A* \ \» ‘-A} II I -Z _____’._____

LOOK WOODS, X
ZVE" BIN -TMROUSH\ 

/ ALL Dis WIT YER-

Hippy NEON - 
HAIRED SKINCNV

rr 7PIT FV.JB IS NOT ONE TO BE
TAKEN IN BV A FAST TALKER'.

f V.I. iH'I AWAY , XlR AftENT Vv^S 
.Ai TWE FT^ONE . ____

XSBUTTS and BEER , PO'KCHOPS

and BEER . . . LOTSA PO'KCHOPS 

AND BEER !

;

UICTB'N c: Et., X 
JUST .ei(AMEC> OF* 
SOfxzvE PYNAM l TE 
TALÊMr *

-A a

W ANEMIC- STONED 
"TURKEYS iffé:

LJi ,
V/7 7A

1 I'AA
7 [ uycc uty 

y, I&fAsG-
X'vfc «

aI'LL DO IT ! jFT
' r<iV VXx '\

r
yi j, ' . Y____A

YOUR CURLY-HAIRED MOMMA'S M 
0OY RHINE^TtiNE-STUDDED
cosmic cowboys, your sexy- V 

STRUT-TIN' BLACK FUNKY SOUL" 
BROTHERS AMO 
ALL THE GOOF

(YES, BUT HE'S A REDNECK^)m IT TLJST' MIGHT WORK.

#4^7$ÜJ
VtîxA balls you bring ' ’

ME! !... FACE rr 
VVOODS, IT'S

K. >
^chrrxj

I
Vl

,9
3R

N ■’ft v.: A.,Y /: <L
X-~x;

\

•V1
..j z&.-v?'ÿ4 /;! -3

I

LOOK CACTUS! I BIN THROUGH AU-THIS 
WIT VER. HIPPY NEON-HAIRED SKINNY

ANEMIC STONED TURKEYS 
». AN' YER CURLY-HAIREO 

momma's boy RHINE
STONE - STUODEO 

COSMIC
COWBOYS ! !.

AND I? SOON OFF TO THE. RADIO .STATIONS 
with THE goods.

OUK DI AGO-WAV PIAN GETS AHOLD OF 
SLUAIS NEW Disk FAST !...

Listen funky dick, i oot 
\ SOME GREAT TALENT
a* " ~y 9 ^t\_fop. ya ;

dir
X Ac, gpeat! X HFRF 77./c.
xc I..\.: 1 LOUULu.Shit.1

\Vy, .-<X■) :

\ PA,

l; A

m.
, > T'YTn

7 Nj
*

2 A XT?i \

Xr- • V

V’ y

IGl 1 IWOKK^/

.. VvM ; 
cbuY^ :

j YOUR SEXY - STRUTTIM ' BLACK. 
! FUNKY SOUL-BROTHERS AND 

- ZXLL TNE.

-TLlTI MlfiHT
'X ' rYCS, PLT HE'A A 

PEDNETK .

7 rÿ ,GOOFBALLS 
YOU BRING 

k MEM...
^ FACE IT BUNS, 
iiEx IT’S ALL BEEN 

DONE •!

!y

((i ,,A C, r /r
t

y ?

it ALCv X ft- ■ Lxy ' " v'
- - k

f,j|XSi
! VvXL

%V‘J < 7A-—

m.\ \i<*
s\

r J lA.

r.D. Amin 
preads

Relax and Enjoy the Atmosphere
0

he G 6 LJ ji
. I

if I
!

ord illf t 1

KAMPALA (ENS-CUP) - The 
government of Idi Amin has 
ordered Uganda’s Justice 
Ministry to draw up new laws for 
prosecuting Ugandans suffering 
from venereal disease. Ironically, 
Amm himself is believed to suffer 
from syphilis

According to Dr. Maurice 
Ashael, an Israeli psychiatrist 
who served as an adviser to the 
Igandan government from 1969 
1° 1972, Amin has suffered brain 
dàmage due to advanced states
0 syphilis.

Now, Amin apparently wants 
H crack down on others who 
«'are his afflication. According 
J Uganda Radio, the nation's
1 efense Council has appealed to 
ftizens “in possession of con-

1
*55

-

*Dining Room and Lounge

11113-87 Ave.

il
*

■ -J,

» jOpen:
10:30 - Midnight Weekdays 
4:00 - Midnight Saturday 
4:00 - 10:00 Sunday

S____ L

■ \ H Em !

Canadian, French and Italian Cuisine

Call for reservation 439-4981_____| ete evidence” to report VD 
Hctims to the people.
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Forrest rights wrongs 
in undergrad writingUnionsupportsunion

But the Union, which drawsTORONTO (CUP) - The Law 
Union of Ontario will support the it's members from lawyers, law 
Canadian Labor Congress day of students and people working in 
protest Oct. 14 by participating in the legal field, decided to oppose 
picket lines and demonstrating the CLC's position on tripartite 
their solidarity with “labour rank government at its conference 
and file."

-5 extra credits in Engij 
literature be required in Albert] 
schools

An Oct. 7 Gateway story on 
the "Forrest Report" on literacy 
provoked a strong reaction from 
Dr. James Forrest, dept, of 
English.

were mentioned in the “Forrest 
Report", only correction time. 
Correction time, he explained, 
means cutting down on the time 
the teacher (especially English 
teachers) spend in the class to 
provide more time for correcting 
English style and grammar.

The "Forrest Report" con
cept was created by the Faculty 
of Arts in 1974 and was formally 
accepted by the faculty in the 
spring of 76.

The major recommendations 
of the report on English 
proficiency ask that:

-grade 12 students have] 
examination that "really tes] 
with essay questions, not mu] 
pie choice.

-a rearrangement of claj 
time to allow teachers more tJ 
to correct grammar with studeri 

-legislation insisting g] 
English teachers have at least] 
English minor in his/her degJ 

-Alberta’s universities spoj 
sor spring and summer sessJ 
on campus for English teache]

Oct. 1 to 3.
Delegates at the conference 

also protested the extradition of 
American Indian Movement 
leader Leonard Peltier and 
agreed to provide a Union lawyer on Liaison: Proficiency in 
to support his cause. English was confused in The

Other resolutions passed at Gateway with a General Faculties
Council report, the "Martin

The Faculty of Arts report, 
officially entitled the “Report of 
the ad hoc Advisory CommitteeMountain

madness
begins the conference include:

- characterizing Air Canada and Report."
If you're looking fgr a new government positions on 

angle on mountain skiing you'll bilingual air traffic control as 
probably be interested in the racist and protesting government 
lecture series sponsored by the legislation on the issue because 
Edmonton Section of the Alpine 0f racist overtones.
Club of Canada.

Dr. Forrest pointed out that 
no pay differentials for teachers

B’ballers 
don’t get 
promised 
kickbacks

Enders to lecture- taking the administration of 
The four lectures in the legal aid away from the Law 

series will cover such topics as : Society of Upper Canada and 
the physiology of cold, selection placing it “in the hands of an 
of skis and bindings, clothing, independent body more corn- 
shelter, packs, stoves, cooking, mitted to and knowledgeable 
and glacier travel, along with about the legal needs of the poor 
such winter hazards as and working class."

calling for an educational 
Everyone is welcome to system not biased against 

attend these free lectures, which homosexuality, in fact providing 
will acquaint interested in- education about homosexuality,

The United States Am
bassador to Canada, Thomas O. 
Enders, will deliver this year's 
Henry Marshall Tory Lecture at 
the U of A.

His lecture is entitled North 
South Dialogue: Towards One 
World Economy and is scheduled 
to begin at 8 p.m., Wednesday, 
Nov. 1 in the SUB Theatre.

A
avalanches and frostbite.

MONCTON (UCP) - Three 
former members, of the Mount 

dividuals with the equipment and and protesting the firing of John Allison University basketball 
knowledge needed for winter ski Damien, a race track steward, team say they have not received 
touring. because of his sexual orientation money promised them by univer-

The Law Union was founded sitY officials for playing at Mount
Allison during 1975-76.

The funds in question were 
not regular student development 
awards or scholarships, but 
money provided by the alumni to 
recruit a basketball team, accor-

|s

The lectures will be held at
Mr. Enders became Am

bassador to Canada in 
December, 1975, and presented 
his credentials to the Governor- 
General in Ottawa in February, 
1976. Previously, he was the U.S. 
assistant secretary of state for 
economic and business affairs

7:30 p.m. Tuesdays on October five years ago and delegates from 
19, 26 and November 2 and 9, in counterparts in British Columbia, 
Room 126 of the Physics Building Saskatchewan

r
i

and Quebec 
attended the conference.on campus.

ding to Argosy Weekly, the 
student newspaper.

ur'Uk.JFvierr
WORLD UNIVERSITY SERVICE 

OF CANADA(WUSC) and prior to that he was the actiij 
chief of the U.S. mission I 
Phnom Penh.

A native of the state j 
Connecticut, Mr. Enders hi 
degrees from Yale University,! 
University of Paris and Harval 
University. In 1970 he w] 
presented the Arthur S. Flemiij 
award as an outstanding you] 
man in government.

The Henry Marshall To] 
Lecture is sponsored each yet* 
by the Friends of the University:] 
Alberta in honor of the univei 
sity’s first president. The public 
welcome to attend and there isrJ 
admission charge.

TUITION LOTTERY 
Tickets: $1 win : $500

The University of Alberta

Speakers’ Bureau
We muy be able to help your church or organization 
obtain a speaker lor your future meetings.
For more detailed information or to request a copy 
of our brochure please contact the:

Public Relations Office.
855 General Services Building.
The University of Alberta.
Edmonton. Alberta. TbG Til I 
or telephone 43 2-4201.

Help the U of A WUSC Committee raise funds for self- 
help groups in Peru and Zimbabwe. And help yourself to a 
chance to win free tuition.

Tickets at: SUB, Foyer
Weekdays 11:30-1:30 and HUB

© &

ÊLCINEMA Canines not
catch fleein 
Cannabis

Hair Art
by Michael Thomas

THURS. & FRI. 
OCT. 14, 15

SAT. & SUN. 
OCT. 16, 17 ...Wlu-rc tour hair is as important to us 

as it is to you
WASHINGTON (ZNS-CUFf 

- It cost the U.S. Army $1.8 millitl 
and eight years of research, bJ 
the project is now complete; thj 
army .has successfully produce] 
a near-perfect dope-sniffing do!

Army veterinarian ma! 
Jeffery Linn says that anim| 
researchers have been breed/] 
dogs at the Aberdeen provirl 
ground in Maryland since 1963 
attempting to perfect the idea 
dog for spotting illegal contra 
band in packages.

According to the major,I 
special kind of german sheppa 
was ideally suited for the work] 
except for two severe drawback]

One of the drawoacks wa 
that most of the sharp-scente] 
shepards have a congenital hi] 
defect which makes it difficult!] 
them to climb over packages an] 
bound across moving convey] 
belts. A second problem wasth] 
many others had "sluggish" dis] 
positions, causing them to $ 
down on the job.

However, Major Linn saitj 
after a lengthy breeding procès] 
which produced 1996 puppies] 
veritable superdog has final] 
been developed thij 
enthusiastically goes about ] 
sniffing job with no physic] 
problems at all.

5 433-0023
433-4143

82 11 104 Mini

m
<*• M&

R.A.Adult

THURS. OCT. 21 Double Feature

Death Wish 7 p.m. restricted adult
Warninq: Violence and coarse language

Lipstick 9:30 p.m. restricted adult

FRI. & SAT., OCT. 22 & 23 - Double Feature 

Lies My Father Told Me 7 p.m. Adult 

Swept Away 9:30 p.m. restricted adult

SUB THEATRE . SHOWINGS 7 PM/9:30 PM 

DOUBLE FEATURES 7 PM
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Cheering Marauders Assault Near- Impregnable 
Fortress and are repelled• • •

iuident Paraders Get Still Sentence 
rriday, March I6, 1951 • /if Tke

"j^r ■«, tâ&fc

( \;

ICelebrating the results of the 
IHlections caused six students to 
'■pend the night in the city gaol last 
jiyednesday, March 14.

About 40 boys paraded to the 
jfatrains of bagpipes from a house on 
^Saskatchewan Drive through the 
JBcsidential district cast of the campus 
■s far as 84 Avenue, where they 
^Burned towards the Nurses’ Home.

Miss McNeill claimed that from 
Sight to ten boys climbed a ladder, 

screen and entered a window

1 e
V/

TÎ w\t) ru:
i ;

|i

mi .........jl--—____
lore a
3n the north side of the building. 
From there they went down to the 

door with the intention offront
jpening it to allow the others in.

About 15 of the paraders left the 
parade when it appeared that the 
building was impregnable.

A window was broken during 
[he hasty exit. One lad received a cut 
ibove the left eye which required 
fhree stitches to close.

Miss Pcnhalc told the com
mittee that Miss McNeill definitely 
ivas not pushed or assaulted, but 
inly jostled when the boys were

Alumni
Homecoming
1976

NORTH GARNEAU 
TO BE INVADED

when Louis Demonte, campus plan
ning architect, arrives from 
Berkeley, Calif.

The building, first to be built in 
the North Garneau area, will be 
completed 1 Vi years after construc
tion starts, Mr. Jones said.

Until Mr. Demonte arrives, the 
cost, size and exact nature of the 
structure cannot be ascertained.

However, it will contain an 
extensive library, two or three 
classrooms, seminar rooms and 
offices, said Mr. Jones.

W.F. Bowker, dean of law, will 
submit his ideas to the campus 
planning committee for considera
tion. His ideas will greatly influence 
building’s design, said Mr. Jones.

Said Dean Bowker: “Things are 
moving forward but the details 
aren’t out yet.”

Friday, Oct. 15, 1965
caving.

Miss Simpson, Dean of 
iVomen. said that she heard the 
lagpipes at 2:35 a.m. and went down 
o investigate. She said that she 
lidn’t feel that it was too serious, but 
hat she was annoyed by the “illegal 
:ntry and the inconvenience caused 
ater by their nonsense."

Reaching Pembina Hall in 
nuch diminished numbers they 
mtered the south-east and north-

Faculty of Law initiates expansion 
with plans for home near Tuck

Friday, October 15 
8:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m. 
Wine and Cheese Party 
Meet the Profs 
(Faculty Club)

by Ginger Bradley

The cramped, crowded U of A 
campus will start expanding into 
North Garneau by late 1966 with the 
construction of a new law building.

A usually-reliable source says 
the area north of Tuck on 112th St. 
and 89th Ave. has been selected as a 
tentative site for the new structure.

Also planned is a mall running 
from the north to the south end of 
the campus along 112th St. says the 
source.

$3 per person

bast doors, where they were met by 
IV i King, House Committee 
Chairwoman. When questioned at 
jthe preliminary hearing of any 
difficulty encountered as she met the 
boys, Vi answered, “1 said, ‘Let’s get 
out fellows,’ and they left!”

The piper was playing “Brahms 
Lullaby” as the police cars converg
ed on the Hall. He was unable to 
hear the sirens as were two others 
jwho were picked up in front of the 
residence.

Noisy expectation grew into 
stunned silence as the charge and 
sentences were red by Al Causey, 
chairman. Few expected such severe 
action by the committee, and it was 
expressed later that some were 
harder hit than was perhaps just.

The Deans' Council, upon 
hearing the report of the Dis
ciplinary
satisfaction with all but the sentences 
passed upon those who were

Saturday, October 16
10:00 a.m.
Tours - Campus Buildings 
(Rutherford Galleria - departure)

However, J.R.B. Jones, campus 
planning director, said the exact site 
will be determined in two weeks

' NF,> . V

11:30 a.m.
Pre-game Luncheon 
(Lister Hall)

$1.50 children 
$2.50 adults

2:00 p.m.
Football Game 
University of Alberta vs.
University of British Columbia 
(Campus Grid) Free with above luncheon

%Committee,expressed
6:30 p.m.
Pre-Homecoming Banquet and Ball Recep
tion
Happy Hour (cash bar)
(Lister Hall)

|**;.<*\IS

TUESDAY FEBRUARY 21, 1956 7:30 p.m.
Homecoming Banquet and Ball 
(Lister Hall)

3,992 STUDENTS ATTEND U OF

L 1A
$8 per person

Perhaps the biggest change that 
has taken place on the university 
campus in the last year has been in 
the students. According to official 
registration figures, since last year 
some 1,500 faces have been added to 
the student body, bringing the total 
registration to 3,992, a rise of 300.

Largest faculty on the campus is 
arts and science, with 858 students, 
followed closely by engineering with 
838. Completing the big three is 
education, with a registration of 
7U. In these three faculties is 
concentrated 60 per cent of the 
students.

if§ 9:00 p.m.
Dancing to the “Capris”

Tickets - Alumni Office
602 Students’ Union Building (432-3224)
Cheques payable - The University of Alberta

Imm r
: Iiis® !

I :

I he remaining students are 
scattered through 10 other faculties 
and schools, as follows: nursing, 372; 
medicine, 217; grad studies and 
theology, 217, pharmacy, 126; com
merce,
agriculture, 105; law, 86; household 
economics, 78; and physiotherapy,

Special Classes
'16 ’26 ’36 ’51 '56 '66 ,71■

An archivist of the University remembers “led" Leavcll (left) as an 
instructor in Biology and “a person who used to have wonderful Sunday 
morning breakfasts in her room in Pembina." Back in the early twenties a 
favorite winter passtime ws snowshoeing to Whitcmud (which at the time was a 
veritable wilderness).

; ‘11
121; dentistry. 118;

Photo Archives Department39.
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LetterEditorial Comment
Jan. 12th, 1926.

Oct. 16, 1959 Editor, The Gateway:
Dear Sir, - The advent of the 

senior gowns has made its 
appearance at last. The long looked 
forward to moment has arrived. 
Surely this is worthy of a little 
comment.

The gowns have served their 
purpose, namely, to distinguish the 
senior from the pleb; some even 
seem to appear a little more dig. 
nified, while others, especially those 
taking junior subjects, appear a liit|e 
too self-conscious. But why stop ai 
the seniors?

Why not carry the idea on a 
little farther to include the other 
three classes? 1 do not mean-for-a 
moment that freshmen, for instance, 
should wear gowns, but at least some 
other distinction than a hair cut 
This system is in vogue in other 
universities, University of Caliornia 
being one 1 know for a fact has 
adopted this system. It might be 
possible, and even advantageous, in 
as small a university as this.,blazers 
like McGill and grey or cream cords 
like California might serve as dis
tinctions; however, it would be up to 
each class to choose their own. Even 
the freshmen might be allowed some 
distinctions if the Sophs permit.

1 should greatly like to hear 
what the opinions of others arc on 
this subject, hoping even the newly, 
•elevated seniors might deign to 
voice a thought.

Thanking you inanticipationol 
using The Gateway as a medium -I 
remain, tout à vous,

Jan. 25, 1916

The Western University Battalion.

When the Minister of Militia has given his consent and 
approval to the proposals of the four Western Universities, 
arrangements will immediately be made for the establishment 
of an infantry battalion recruited from students in the 
Universities of Manitoba, Saskatchewan, British Columbia 
and Alberta. The intention is to have the officers above the 
rank of captain chosen from among men who have seen service 
at the front. Students, graduates and friends will be eligible for 
enlistment.

The plan is a splended one and sure of the support of the 
students. Ever since we began; to recruit men to re-enforce the 
Princess Patricias, there has'been a general feeling that it is a 
pity for us to be sending away our finest men to fill up 
companies which are to a great extent credited to McGill. Let 
us hasten to add that these men have always been admirably 
treated and the companies sent over have been officially called 
Universities Companies, implying that students from all over 
Canada are in the ranks. But the new plan will have all the 
advantages of the other along with several which are peculiar 
to it. First of all the men will be among congenial companions. 
This factor has appealed to all those who joined the Princess 
Pats. They will also pass through a comparatively short period 
of training owing to the fact that most of them will have had 
previous drilling of one kind or another. Fora man who wishes 
to spend as little time as possible on the monotonous grind of 
drill - and the average student feels this way about it - nothing 
could be more satisfactory. And lastly there will be the 
advantage of having it known throughout Canada that the four 
Western Provincial Universities have realized their duty so far 
as to undertake to recruit and maintain one thousand men at 
the front. What a chance there is to take part in the greatest 
game on earth on the side of the winning team.

Morality in Politics

Mr. Edmund Leger, who contested Wednesday’s alder- 
manic elections as a “reform” candidate, is the man whose 
suspicion launched the Porter investigation into Edmonton’s 

civic affairs. That investigation unearthed facts which 
prompted legal action on the part of the city, and resignation 
on the part of former Mayor William Hawrelak.

Mr. Leger has received much national publicity for his 
part in the great witch-find. In the most recent parcel of that 
publicity, he has vocalized an attitude which is unfortunately 
typical of many Canadians.

Macleans quotes Mr. Leger as feeling “sorry for Hawrelak 
now." The content of the article indicates that this is not 
Christian compassion for a repentant public figure, who wishes 
that he had no dirty linen. Rather does it suggest that Mr. 
Leger is sorry that the dirty linen had to be strung on a public 
line; that he feels a little guilty about the discomfort and the 
displacement caused ex-Mayor Hawrelak.

That is what is wrong with civic politics in Alberta’s two 
largest cities. That is what is wrong with politics on most levels 
today. Too many people, voting and apparently responsible 
poeple, feel sorry for a public culprit caught. They regret, not 
so much that transgression has occurred, as that punishment 
must be meted out.

Voters have too low an estimation of the responsibilities 
and duties of public office. If Edmontonians can get 
administration which appears efficient, if Calgarians can get 
administrators whose intentions seem good, they will be 
content. They will pay no attention to public morality until an 
editor without topic discovers 40 bags of “borrowed” cement, 
or until a motel operator feels competition creeping close.

Then they will complain, purge, and feel sorry.
Democracy rests on an alert and interested public. 

Certainly, the public is not alert if a mayor can pull shady land 
deal after shady land deal. Certainly it is not interested in 
government which earns the adjunct “good", if it even 
considers the repeated candidacy of a public official who 
“borrows" cement, and accepts “gifts.”

For the land deals of William Hawrelak, for the 
indiscretions of Don Mackay, neither these men nor all their 
brothers-in-law nor tempters can be held solely to blame. Most 
of the fault lies with the common citizens who are too ready to 
turn the other cheek, and too unready to demand from 
occupants of public office an unconditional devotion to 
honesty and duty.
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“THE GOWN." fiEditorial Notes.
On another page will be found a statement by one of the 

law students, called forth by editorial comment in the issue of 
January 18th.

In those short editorials, the Gateway thinks, may be 
found the expression of an opinion which is widely held among 
the students of the University. The attitude has been taken after 
full consideration of the doings of the law students during the 
past two or three years.

But we wish to state frankly that we have been mistaken. 
We are sincerely glad to hear that the public actions of the law- 
students, - or rather, the lack of any action with regard to us, - 
do not express their own feelings and that there is growing up a 
real desire for closer relations with ourselves. And further we 
wish to thank the writer for helping to clear up a misunderstan
ding of rather long existence.

is.
.

illcontinued from page 9 »

agraduating. For the grands it was fell 
that the loss of the Campus “A" 
cards would work no hardship.

Following is the report ot the 
Students’ Council:

This matter has been removed 
from the hands of the police because 
the students feel that they are 
sufficiently mature to handle their 
own affairs.

A complaint has been received 
from the President of the Students' 
Union alleging that there was a 
parade last Thursday, March 15th, 
1951, during which the Nurses' 
Residence and Pembina weie 
forcefully entered. A window was 
broken in the Nurses’ Residence, and 
the Night Supervisor was treated ina 
manner which caused her severt 
mental anguish.

The parade proceeded to Pem
bina, where the window was forced 
and a girl’s room was entered. The 
north-east door was opened and tea 
students made their way to the mail 
hall and four or five reached the 
second floor.

As a result of this, a screen was | 
torn from thewindowsnd there wasa 
quantity of blood found in the dining 
room. The Night Supervisor ol the 
Nurses’ Residence called the police, 
who arrived and detained six of the

Education for Sale

A University degree no longer carries the value and 
respect it once had. Today only the abbreviations BA, BSc, and 
so on are important. It no longer matters what the student has 
studied, because only the parchment draws attention.

At one time the University was a seat of wisdom, students 
competed for the honor and privilege of hearing one or another 
scholar's lectures. This is not to say that there are no longer 
scholars, nor that the University is no longer a seat of wisdom. 
But with increasing frequency do individuals enroll for the 
sheepskin, not for the course content,.

This is the natural outcome of today’s materialistic set of 
values. The main preoccupation of our Society is with financial 
success, goals, and progress. The American youth is teethed on 
the value of the dollar, and hich school status is enhanced 
through the ownership of an automobile, or a hockey 
scholarship.

Today a University graduate’s minimum wage is set at 
about $4,500. Our Univeristy education has already acquired a 
price, and has already been translated in terms of financial 
status.

Varsity Tuck Shop
Under cd(ew ^Management

ALL WE ASK IS A FAIR TRIAL

B

Ï In this lies the danger. We are coming precipitously close 
to regarding our degree as a badge, an extra step up the social 
scale. With it we hope to enter that social stratum as yet out of 
reach, or with it we conform to that social sphere where a 
University degree is a must.

But we are forgetting that education isthemainstay of the 
culture, that through it we can further the values of our 
Society; and strengthen the bonds with others, that only out of 
education can come understanding and tolerance for other 
values and beliefs.

I his is the service that education must perform. If we 
allow the degree to become a status aid, if we choose the 
lightest courses allowable within the degree requirements, we 
then enter a world of intellectual sterility. We will create for 
ourselves and for the generations to come - if they come - a 
world where education only supplies the means to financial 
gain, and no longer helps the individual in appreciating the 
feelings and emotions of his fellows.

Our University education should give us the material on 
which to build a richer existence. It should inspire us to 
constructive curiosity and consideration for our immediate 
surroundings as well as for other cultures. It should never be up 
for barter. by Joe Clark

BREAKFAST SPECIAL 
Friday, Saturday, Sunday, 8 to /0:30a.m. 

Two Poached Eggs, Toast & Coffee 
Bacon, Egg, Toast & Coffee

paraders until the following mot 
ning.

As a result of information 
received from the six who weri 
detained, the Disciplinary Com
mittee was summoned to consider i

15c
15c

suitable punishment.
From the evidence it appears 

that there were eighteen men on tht 
parade. By their own admission two 
entered the Nurses’ Residence 
However, information received Iron 
the Night Supervisor indicates that 
there were eight to ten boys. By their 
own admission, ten were in Pent 
bina.

FOUR O'CLOCK TEA 
Try Our Date Sandwich & Tea 10c

Are You Giving a Party ? iX OUR “ RAINBO W ‘ROOM ">
V Xis at your disposalV

-

The Committee feels that them 
were about thirty to forty men in tin 

I parade, and they have not all beet 
identified, nor have they com 
forward of their own volition, h*] 
Committee proceeded to hear A 
evidence and adjourned for col 
sidération and sentence.

LIMITED CREDIT TO APPROVED ACCOUNTS

I
B. F. Galbraith I I. V. KerrK
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Debater cornered
* . Dec. 3, 1925
— \yc met Mr. Paul Reed, one of 
1 e members of the visiting Imperial 
1 abating team, as he was strolling 
|groUgh the corridors of the Arts 
■lilding. For the next twenty
■ mutes, between glancing at the 
licks in the geology museum and 
taking a look at the library,
|e opportunity of asking him 
■vcral questions - ten of them, in 
Met. Mr. Reed, by the way, is the 
■ember from the University of 
Rndon, his college being King’s in 
Be famous Strand.

Mr. Reed went into con- 
Bjerable detail about the system of 
■asses at English universities. There 
Be about three general types of 
Biiversity there. First and foremost 

the varsities like Oxford and 
Bambridge, then there are civic 
universities like those of Bir- 
Bingham and Liverpool. The third 
Bass is the University of London. At 
Oxford and Cambridge the number
■ lectures is at a minimum, they are 
Bit strictly compulsory. These have 
He tutorial system, each student 
being under the supervision of a 
tutor, with whom he studies and who 
assists him in preparing for examina- 
|on.

Now, having exhausted our 
of queries in this field, we next 

turned our attention, and Mr. Reed 
Htiently turned his to some things 
■oser to our heart, namely, student 
llf-government, college journalism, 
■ademic gowns and co-education.

I And what we learnt was quite 
Sirprising indeed. Student self- 
Evernment is common in British 
ihiversities, but evidently not nearly 
E complex as with us. They have 

* eir Student Unionbuildings, partly 
r business purposes, but largely for

TORY REPLIES 
TO PESSIMISTS

fliers-

Council endorses 
native boycott Thurs. Nov. 19, 1925 the modern world during the last one 

hundred and fifty years knows that 
the foundations of all our progress 
have been laid by the men who, 
having themselves attained a 
knowledge of some of the most 
profound secrets of nature, taught us 
how to use that knowledge for our 
comfort and advantage. The ig
norant will doubtless continue to 
listen to the ignorant. But 1 am 
happy to believe that the day is 
dawning when knowledge of the 
task to be undertaken will be 
regarded as a first essential for those 
seeking public responsibility.

we had

Now, just a word about the 
statement accredited in your 
editorial to Dr. J. N. Finley, recently 
of an institution in California, but 
who has taken a position in Mexico. 
He is reported as stating, “When 1 sit 
in my classroom and look at a male 
slue- and moral unfitness behind a 
coat of face powder and cosmetics 
(sic), 1 wonder which way our 
civilization is headed." The implica
tion is that he is describing a general 
condition among American 
students. 1 do not happen to know 
Dr. Finley, personally, but 1 would 
respectfully suggest that “in the land 
of the free and the home of the 
brave" more weight would be at
tached to the statement had he made 
it while still at work in his native 
country. If, however, anyone were to 
make such a staterrçent as of general 
application to Canadian students, I 
would not hesitate to pronounce it a 
coarse and vulgar slander.

1 have been for forty years 
intimately associated with student 
life in Canada, first as a student, then 
as a professor, and finally as a 
university president. 1 think 1 know 
the Canadian student as few men 
know him. On the other hand, 1 
think 1 am sufficiently a man of the 
world to know men and women as a 
whole, particularly Canadian men 
and women. With a full sense, 
therefore, of the responsibility for 
such a statement, 1 state my positive 
conviction that for honesty of 
purpose, fair-mindedness, clean 
living, generosity to their fellows,1 
sense of responsibility and devotion 
to work, there is no group of young 
men and women in Canada of like 
age that compare with the student 
group. Fully seventy-five percent are 
working their way, in whole or part, 
through college and value highly 
both their time and their money.. 
There are few, of course, who do not 
value this privilege, but so far as the 
University of Alberta is concerned 
we have definitely organized 
machinery for eliminating such from 
our classes at the end of the freshman 
year. That this is effictively done is 
shown by the fact that not more than 
sixty per cent of those who enter the 
first year reach graduation.

As to the numbers attending the 
university being to high in propor
tion to population, 1 think it is 
sufficient to state the fact that of the 
ten or fifteen pupils who entered the 
schools of the province, say ten years 
ago, the process of elimination, due 
to difficulties in the school 
curriculum, inability to face the 
problems of high school, and finally 
the inability to go on to a university, 
either for financial or intellectual 
reasons, has reduced the number to 
approximately the three hundred 
who enter the university annually.

I know there are still some 
people who think higher education is 
a luxury. With such people 1 can 
have no argument. Anyone who 
knows the history of the develop
ment of science and its relation to the 
industrial and social organization of

Wed. October 13, 1971
At a special meeting last night, 

students’ council accepted a docu
ment stating that they would endorse 
and support the actions of the Indian 
people of Northeastern Alberta in 
their boycott of schools on reserves. 
The document further stated that 
council will sponsor a benefit con
cert in Dinwoodie Lounge, October

He said that the Indian Affairs 
department has spend half a million 
dollars to help build schools where 
there were no Indians entering grade 
one. These schools have limits set 
preventing classes from being more 
than ten or twenty per cent Indian. 
Teachers have encouraged Indian 
students to drop out in an effort to 
raise class averages.

The school now on the Cold 
Lake reserve has been made to look 
fine on the outside, but the inside of 
the school is a different story. Water 
is drawn from a polluted stream, and 
pipes leak. Portable classrooms are 
built as a temporary measure. These 
temporary measures last forever.

The suicide rate in Indian 
schools is becoming astronomical. 
Alcohol and drug rates are climbing. 
“The people are becoming concern
ed with what is becoming of their 
lives,” said Mr. Perehima.

me

14.
Academic vice-president Dave 

Biltek, in introducing the document 
said that he wanted to make students 
aware of the Indian situation and to 
bring pressure to bear on govern
ment officials, particularly on Indian 
Affairs minister Jean Chretien. Boisterous

conduct
checked

Mr. John Perehinec, a 
spokesman for the Indians said that
the problem has been developing for 
several years. “In following 
channels, they have always come up 
against dead ends.”

ore

ALUMNI SUPPLEMENT COMPILED 
BY MARY MACDONALD

Fines in Residence - Friday, Nov. 1, 
1935

An accompanying news story 
tells of recent surprising occurences 
with respect to the levy of fines by the 
Men’s House Committee in the 
University residences.

The Men’s House Committee is 
elected from the resident student 
body by the resident study body, and 
their duty is to act as a sane and 
sensible police force to ensure good 
conduct in the buildings apart from 
any definite regulations or restric
tions. In other words, their duties in 
the past have been to control the use 
of radios during study hours and to 
check boisterous conduct in the 
interests of the welfare of all the 
students. They have never been 
considered to be a serious power in 
the enforcement of the University 
regulations as to liquor in residence 
and hazing. That was not part of 
their duties, but was rather left to the 
Provost, the Assistant Provost and 
the University staff.

Now this present edition of the 
House Committee, swept into power 
last year on a platform of defiance, 
or at least non-co-operation with the 
University officials in the enforce
ment of their regulations, has com
menced a policy of fining students 
for petty offences which would 
shock the authorities of a prep 
school, and being doubtful as to the 
wisdom of such a policy, called on 
the Provost and received his uncon
ditional backing. Impetus was let to 
the wave of oppression.

The students, aroused by the 
series of fines for such petty offences 
as tossing napkins at the table, 
taking short-cuts across the lawns, 
singing in the bathrooms, and finally 
coming to meals wearing slippers 
and the recognized official Varsity 
blazer, are circulating a petition 
calling for refund of the fines and a 
cessation of the fining. The fact that 
the petition at present contains over 
two hundred names suggests that the 
House Committee is suffering from a 
serious want of confidence, and out 
of respect to their electors should 
immediately tender their 
resignations. They might seek re- 
election on their policy as it really is, 
not as it was elucidated to their 
electors last spring.

Student self-government in 
respect to discipline and conduct has 
been steadily on the wane for several 
years now, but this final invasion of 
the students’ rights and liberties and 
by their own elected representatives 
tops the lot.

Senior Class Dance Beyond 
Description - Page Graydon Tipp 
Thurs., Feb. 18, 1926

On Friday evening, February 
12, the senior class entertained at the 
“Midwinter." The dance was an 
extremely successful one, and has 
been described even by juniors as 
“the most enjoyable in years." Class 
’26 evidently set out to put on a 
function in which they could com
bine the dignity of their year with the 
carefree spirit of enjoying life com
mon to undergraduates in general. 
They achieved their seemingly im
possible object with apparent ease. 
To what their success is due, of 
course, is impossible to ascertain. 
Certainly, however, the very fine 
music, th dining-room floor, a 
dainty supper, streamers, and a not 
too large crowd were noteworthy 
factors in the victory.

The dance was held under the 
patronage of Mrs. Egbert, Mrs. 
Tory, Mrs. Kerr, Mrs. Howes, Mrs. 
Burt, Mrs. MacLeod, Mrs. Downs, 
Mrs. Pope and Miss Dodd.

First “Midwinter"
The “Midwinter" was held this 

year for the first time. It was opened 
first to members of the class, of the 
Alumni, of the staff and their 
friends; later a limited number of 
other undergraduates were enabled 
to attend. The limiting of the number 
attending the function greatly in
creased the pleasure of those who 
were able to be present.

The action of the Students’ 
Union at last Friday’s meeting will 
probably result in the “Midwinter" 
becoming an annual affair. Its future 
popularity, if such is the case, was 
practically assured on Friday even
ing.

Graydon Tipp's orchestra was 
in no small way a actor in the success 
of the dance. Playing “up to the 
minute" and favorite classical selec
tions, the real musicianship of that 
organization was never more in 
evidence. A promenade and nineteen 
dances were played. Two moonlight 
waltzes, “Barcarolle" and “The 
Merry Widow,” were warmly ap
preciated by the dancers.

Cold punch was “on tap" 
throughout the evening.

Supper was served in the gym
nasium by Miss Russel and her staff, 
after the eighth number on the 
programme, 
tastefully decorated, and lighted by 
candles.

icial.
College journalism was our 

Bxt field of discussion. Student 
Hwspapers, either daily or weekly, 
Be unknown in the old land. A 
Sleekly or monthly magazine, partly 
merary in form, is the usual thing, 
jlntish students, thought Mr. Reed, 

jould not be enthusiastic over the 
lea of a newspaper, largely because 
demands so much time, devoted to 

laming the mere technique of 
jiwspaper production, which, he 
nought, was not what people 
ceded at a university.

At this point Mr. Reed was 
ailed away to a tea-fight, but after 
Inner, we managed, by careful 
elective work, to find him again, 
la placing our finger tn his but- 
nhole, we continued.

The tables were

About three-quarters of the way 
through the evening, streamers 
appeared, usually in motion. They 
many-coloured paper ribbons 
succeeded very ably in draping 
themselves over some wires across 
the hall which, up to that time, had 
passed unnoticed.

The lounge was made a most 
restful place of reporse for between 
dances by darkened lights, comfor
table furniture and dozens of many 
coloured cushion.

The hall itself was left almost 
clear to enable the dances to enjoy 
the music to the fullest. The lights 
were al shaded to a quiet glow with 
the single exception of a large senior 
banner on the west wall.

The whole function showed 
evidences of painstaking car one the 
part of those who made the dance 
possible. The committee in charge 
consisted of: Ross Henderson (chair
man), Shirley MacDonald, Morty 
Watts and Louise Patterson.

When asked about 
English custom of wearing gowns 

i Undergraduates, we were in- 
rmed - and greatly to our astonish- 
ent - it’s if anything, fading out, 
ore particularly in science 
:partments, although very com- 
on at the present. When they are 
om it is by all classes; but in many 
ises the wearing of gowns seems to 
: confining itself to ceremonial 
xasions only.

As for the dread disease of 
omen and co-education - (this is 
itr own phrase, please don’t blame 

ffaul for ) - is making great inroads 
[werywhere in Britain. While some 
we enthusiastic over it, there are 
■hers bitterly hostile.

Lastly came the usual question 
j$f. "What is your impression and 

inion of Canada, our University,

■

c r
To this, Mr. Reed frankly 

fplied that in a “60-mile-perhour ’ 
!>ur such as he was enjoying, a very 
Np understanding of Canada and 
P institutions was difficult, nay, 
|most impossible. Of ouruniversi- 
j, however, he did say that he was 
hmediately impressed with the 
onderful, first-class equipment 
ten everywhere in Canada.

1 To say that we were agreeably 
impressed with Mr. Reed would be 
utting it mildly. We were greatly 
harmed with his pleasant manner, 
faceful use of language, his deep 
fterest in Canadian affairs, and last, 
U1 not least,his kindness in permit- 
hg this interview to appear in The 
ateway.

WELCOME TO OUR NEW PREMIER
Mr. Brownlee, the new premier, such a change meant small personal

gain to him, he undertook his new 
duties with a resolve that could well

Hon. J.E. Brownlee Takes Over 
Guidance of Provincial Govern

ment of Alberta
is well known as a friend of the
University, and his appointment 
speaks well for a continuation of co- Fe followed by University students, 
operation between the govern-, 
ment and the University.

The recent change in the 
premiership of the province is a 
matter of considerable interest to

Mr. Brownlee is an outstanding 
proof of the theory that a man of 

The new head of government is high character, with the proper
training, will reach the top. He has 
never been an office-seeker; yet his

the University of Alberta. The
University has always received kind- a man of training and character,
ly and considerate treatment from well-fitted for his high office. He was
the provincial cabinet, and the the head of a highly-reputed firm of outstanding suitability for
friendly relationship has done much solicitors in Calgary, when he was leadership has made him in demand,
to assist in the development of called upon to assume the office of and he now finds himself at the helm

Attorney-General in 1921. Although of the provincial ship of state.Varsity.
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Just What is the SU Doing ?
This report is a Students' Union advertisement.

At the Students’ Council meeting of April 12th, 1976 it was decided 
that Students’ Council and the students at large should be informed of 
the activities of the Executive over the summer and tentative planning 
for the fall and winter. Students’ Council was given this information on 
September 20th, 1976.

One can categorize our activities into 3 major areas. These relate 
to cutting down on red tape in our organization and keeping students 
informed and involved.
April - August - Work was largely administrative oriented. Emphasis- 
was on planning events for the Fall, streamlining our administration 
and establishing a working framework for our businesses and services. 
September - December - Steps to expand student awareness about the 
Students’ Union, the University and what we are receiving for our 
$34.00. Priority will be placed upon initiating our academic goals for 
the year.
January - March - Plans relate around student involvement over these 
months. It is hoped that once students are informed about what is 
happening, they will want to get involved. Emphasis will be placed on 
improving our communications with the public through a community 
involvement week and a fund raising drive.

Please note that the points listed below will be categorized under 
the area of Students Services, Academic and Administration. This is a 
classification of projects and does not necessarily reflect which 
executive members were responsible for a given undertaking. 
Administration
1. Completion of HUB Master Agreement — transfer of $65,995.20 from 
Students’ Union Trust to the University.
2. New system for administering accounts receivable.
3. New liquor licencing policy for cabarets and special events.
4. New pricing policy for the Record Store.
5. Hiring of new Finance Manager - Ted Kulpa.
6. Hiring of new Record Store Supervisor - Florence Lane Roberts.
7. Revamping of Campus Parking Priorities for students.
8. Change in the system of transferring monies to the Spring and 
Summer Student Association Trust Account.
9. Handbook and Student Telephone Directory transferred under the 
auspicious of Media Productions.
10. Criteria for allocation of grants to Faculty Associations.
11. Automatic transfer mechanism of College St. Jean fees.

Student Services
1. Development of a core Bar Staff for Cabarets.
2. New signage for the Students' Union Building. Total cost is $4,500 of 
which $2,500 will be paid by the University.
3. Student Housing Week - August 23rd - 17th, 1976.
4. Grievance sheets posted on campus.
5. Additional tickets for the Box Office — ITV Series, Brimstone 
Productions, Exhibition Association, CBCtickets will now be available 
at our Box Office.
6. Photocopying for 5<P per page in the Students’ Union Building.
7. Expansion of CKSR to five centres on campus and cable T.V.
8. New Socials Policy.
9. Freshman Introduction Week.
Academic
1. Development of Course Guide as a joint effort between the Students' 
Union and University.
2. Continuation of short courses in (a) writing skills, and (b) reading.
3. First Term Study Week for 1977-78 Academic Year - 5 day break 
immediately before final exams.
4. Extension of summer library hours.
5. Change in Registration dates for Spring and Summer Session.
General
1. Extensive campaign against differential fee for foreign students.
2. Restructuring Office of Student Affaird- recommencation fora Dean 
of Students, an Ombudsman for students and Student Advocates.
3. Student Council Workshop.
4. Faculty Association Conference.
Grants to the Students’ Union to this point in time 
$4,000 - Art Gallery - from University 
$6,096 - Theatre Grant - from Government
$21,000 - CKSR, Gateway, HELP, Housing Registry, FOS - from 
University
$40,000 - Unpaid receivables collected over summer 
$2,500 - Signage for SUB - from University 
$10,000 - Course Guide - from University

PLANNED PROJECTS
Student Services 1. Western Canadian Universities Services Con
ference.
2. Development of new Clubs Policy.
3. Analysis of Student Housing study which was conducted during the 
week of confirmation of registration.
4. Year round book exchange co-ordinated through Varsity Christian 
Fellowship.
5. New sign for Information Desk.
Administration
1. Restructuring of the Spring Students’ Association to ensure that the 
interest of students attending Spring Session are accounted for.
2. New code of accounts and new accounting machine - to give more 
accurate information on the status of our businesses and services.
3. Re-examining of Students’ Union Constitution.
4. Plaque in Physical Education Building commemorating the 
donation of $300,000 by the Students' Union to the main swimming 
pool.
Academic
1. Lengthening of Winter Session Library Hours.
2. Development of Academic counselling for students at the faculty 
level - to give students assistance in selecting meaningful courses and 
solving minor problems dealing with courses. (Similar to 5 on 4).
3. Implementation of Student Advocates to handle student grievances 
inconjunction with an Ombudsman and the Students’ Union.
4. Report from Academic Affairs Board on five chosen topics: Student 
Finance, Tenure, Admission Requirements and Quotas, Canadian 
Content, Quality of Teaching.
5. Investigation of Co-operative Study Programs - possibility of 
receiving credit for applicable work experience.
6. Implementation of a Gold Medal for Academic and Extra-Curricular 
Activities.
7. Pressure for more explicit description of courses in University 
Calendar.
External Affairs
1. Speaking engagements off-campus by members of the Executive 
and Faculty Associations to inform the public on what we are doing.
2. University appreciation banquet.
3. Community Involvement Week - a week in which students from each 
faculty association will be offering their expertise to members of city 
community leagues.
4. Charity Fund Raising Drive - a fund raising drive to raise money for 
specific projects or donations that the community can benefit from.
Political
1. Federation of Alberta Students Referendum.
2. National Students Day - a day which will be used to highlight trends 
in post-secondary education and the problems students face at 
present in obtaining an education in post-secondary institutions.

Respectfully Submitted 
Students' Union Executive 

October 12th, 1976
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as a feeling of moral superiority 
in knowing that I'm not con- I 
tributing to pollution or the I 
depletion 
resources."

Cycling does have its' draw- \ 
backs. The main disadvantage \ 
often is a natural, organic one: 
the elements. According to the 
veteran cyclist, raincoats are not i 
yet made with the biker in mind. 
Thusti if you happen to see 
someone soaking wet from the 
waist down, you’ll know he 
doesn’t drive a car. He said the j 
situation can be remedied by 
rolling up one's pant legs. This I 
can be dangerous for the cyclist, 
however, in the event that he 
forgets to roll them back down 
when in the company of others, f 
Mr. Dunlap has, on occasion, 
gathered odd glances from some, 
as well as comments on his 
mental health when he’s been 
seen wearing elastics around his 
pant legs all day. Admits Dunlap:
"At least it helps to relieve the 
boredom of those that view me.

doubt are shared by fellow 
bikers.

by Mary MacDonald
; ..... .:X v i

In the morning he rises not Dunlap commented on the 
Phoenix. But this more virtues of cycling as a mode of 
bird can be found transportation: "It’s a combina-

of non-renewable CI'S kîjilike the 
Ifommon
almost anywhere in the city on a tion of habit and economics. I 
losty morning. The layman term estimate it costs me fifty dollars 
ffest describing the creature is per year, including the extra food 
mj,e avid cyclist." I must consume to maintain the
§ Graduate student James habit."

Jiunlap describes some of his 
cycling experiences which no me physical conditioning as well

r; r
j m""i

XWÏKg mt;"Cycling," he added, "gives
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human element." Locking up the state of public morality occurred even more wryly wrinkled when 
bike may be a nuisance but 
according to Mr. Dunlap: “It is an 
inconvenience that I now accept
due to the realization of the low that was also unlocked.

Li :

J

; i \ ,> . .
\ hrn ;«

l ÎHAnother problem en
countered by cyclists is “the I

" 1 ’ \ j

\ a few days later when Dunlap he went to ride his newest bike to 
smugly parked his well-worn find it chained securely to the 
vehicle next to a brand-new bike bikestand by not only his lock,

but by an alien one as well.

•7

r~- ebb of public morality today."
This ebbing came to a head 

the day Dunlap went to unlock 
his bike and found his bike intact 
but the lock nowhere in sight. A 
more credible example of the

Returning later, he found his 
only means of transport gone.
Thereupon he was heard to Dunlap was seen yesterday, 
comment in a wry tone: "There's browsing through the lot of Ace 
no accounting for taste, I guess." Auto Sales Unlimited, with his 

Dunlap’s demeanor was wallet chained to his waistcoat.

r-- It’s been rumored that Mr.■
Ü1- j l,Z';

at. .'4x4^^
Photos by Mary MacDonald

A professional career 
as a

CHARTERED
ACCOUNTANT /Tx; ‘X

rA>
I Our representatives will be pleased to discuss 

your plans for a career in Chartered Accountancy 
4 during their annual recruiting visit on:

V
:

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 28, 1976 
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 29, 1976 
MONDAY, NOVEMBER 1, 1976

vVj

V

There will be openings in the various offices of our 
firm in Alberta and throughout the other Canadian 

I provinces for 1976 graduates in Commerce, 
H Science, Arts, Engineering and Law.

’

: /
/-•

/Please contact your University Manpower Office 
to arrange a convenient time for a personal 
interview on campus or to obtain a copy of our 
recruiting brochure.

If the dates of our visit do not suit your time 
| schedule, you are invited to call:

Mr. J.F. Preston at 429-5211.

!
1.

Where did you get
those clothes?

COOPERS & LYBRAND 
1000 Chancery Hall - Edmonton, Alberta
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Acting fails to playarts Enter a Freeman by Tom the soldiers working it).

When Riley walks on stage; 
the beginning he is a laughab 
character - when he walks off] 

A production marred by the end of the play, he is a $ 
awkward transitions, yet with figure, living in his own worl 
excellent acting from its amateur wrapped up in a dream-world, 
cast, opened the Walterdale his creation, 
season Tuesday with Enter A To make the transition fro 
Freeman. this initial laughable character

The play deals with the the final pathetic figure is a ve 
affairs of George Riley, a detach- difficult thing to do - and unfe 
ed semi-lunatic inventor (played tunately I don’t think this pi, 
by Warren Graves), and his fami- does it.

Stoppard. Walterdale Playhouse, 
by Kevin Gillese

Maestro guides symphony 
through nursery rhyme

me auaience. As a parting gift, 
Abbey Simon performed an unin
troduced, energetic keyboard 
study.

until the close of the overture.by Les Sheldon iy. Graves plays Riley wei 
Riley has been an "inventor" Glenfield makes the mother 

of sorts all his life and the play warm figure and the daughlt 
opens with his invention of an does a good job with what i$| 
envelope having gum on both best a type-cast situational roll 
sides of the flap “so it can be used 
twice.”

Abbey Simon performed the 
piano passage's of Variations on 

The Edmonton Symphony A Nursery Rhyme. The ominous, 
Orchestra opened its new season suspenseful initial passages were 
October 8. The premier show, terminated by a single crash of 
with guest pianist Abbey Simon, the bass drum which sent the

audience into the depths of 
Maestro Hetu expertly guid- horror. The solo entry of the 

ed the orchestra through the piano playing a tune familiar as 
three major segments of the 
program — Overture to the Flying swept 
Dutchman (Wagner), Variations memories of 
on a Nursery Rhyme, Op. 25 times. The smiles on everyone's 
(Dohnanyi), and Symphony No. faces witnessed the power of the 
One (Sibelius). music. The Nursery Tune was

The Overture to The Flying repeated 11 more times, with 
Dutchman was a vivid sound each version being more corn- 
portrayal of the tales of the plex than the preceeding. The 
phantom ship that inspired closing passage was very similar 
Wagner's opera. The fury of the to the first variation, providing a 
storm and the doleful crew are pleasing full-circle ending, 
powerfully presented in agitated 
and forlorn passages. The som-

Symphony No. One in E 
Minor was of the Grant European 
genre. The first movement was 
introduced by a solitary 
woodwind. The lyrical passages 
of the second were given added 
grace by the harmonic harp 
strains. The rhythmic 
characteristics of the third move-

But somewhere along th 
line, the production falters. Thei 

The new invention creates a are awkward moments whei 
crisis in Riley’s life and he walks timing is off in a glaring way. 
out for good on his wife

was a solid performance.

The play needs polish froi 
Persephone (played by Mary the director and more emphasi 
Glenfield) and his daughter Lin- on timing and small details. Th 
da (Joan Milroy). acting is fine - of a very hig

He walkes out because his calibre for amateur theatre. Byl 
family doesn’t understand his it’s still not enough to pull thfl 
invention - just as they haven’t production from its definetel, 
understood his other inventions amateur status at present to whs 
(such as the water-cooled it could be - a work of cor, 
machine gun which makes tea for siderable dramatic impact.

"Twinkle, Twinkle Little Star" 
the audience into

secure, happy
ment were heralded by the tim
pani. The final movement, in
troduced by the same woodwind 
passage, as the first, closed in 
violent and disturbed passages.

Anyone who has even a 
passing interest in classical 
music should take the opportuni
ty to see a symphonic orchestra 
of international caliber such as 
the Edmonton Symphonic 
Orchestra. Appreciating 
classical music without attending 
a concert can be likened to 
passing a course without atten
ding lectures: It doesn't work.

1

Abbey Simon performed 
masterfully. He answered his 

brerity of the resigned crew is third stage call with a solo 
admirably juxtaposed to the performance of The Dance of the 
melodic love of the maiden 
Senta. The boisterous, 
courageous songs of the ship's the pleasing harmonics drew 
crew are echoed by the orchestra another thunder of appause from

allnSi
Blessed Spirit. The melodic 
passages, the precise trills, and

■.d v
X

If you have been thinking 
about classical music and don’t 
know where to start, this could be 
the one. Deutsche Grammophon 
(2721 051) has released a two 
record album featuring a popular 
work from each of 14 major 
composers. The works are per
formed by the Berlin Philhar
monic Orchestra underthe direc
tion of H. VonKarajan. Everyone 
should find at least two pieces of 
music that they will like.

dirty
linen

.

s

1Alice Artzt performing at the Provincial Museum and Archives, to an 
assorted audience of classical guitar enthusiasts. Ms. Artzt was broughtin 
by the Edmonton Classical Guitar Society. Photo Keith Miller

by Gordon Turtle

Stark movie explores the bizarre.When I was in Grade 9, one of 
the major activities of our social 
gatherings was to assemble 
around one of those globe- 
shaped stereo speakers that 
looked like old Star Trek props, 
and carefully analyze Revolution 
#9, from the white Beatlesalbum. 
Skeptics and believers alike 
listened attentively, eager to 
discover some clue as to whether 
Paul McCartney was still alive; 
indeed, to find out if he had ever 
existed.

I mention this to provide 
some evidence ae to the tremen
dous impact the Beatles had on 
all of us, during our adolescent 
years. Even if you never owned a 
Beatles album, I am sure you 
were touched somehow by the 
four lads.

After the guests have left, the 
Courtlands’ romantic interlude is 
interrupted by a cry from their 
daughter's bedroom, and 
Elizabeth goes to investigate. 
When she doesn’t return, Michael 
goes to check it out, and dis
covers that wife and daughter 
have been kidnapped, and a note 
demanding 500,000 dollars ran
som is found.

Against the demands of the 
kidnappers, Courtland calls the 
police, who assure him they will 
solve the matterandretrieve wife, 
daughter, and money with no 
problem at all. But the police plan 
fails through their own bungling, 
and Courtland's wife and 
daughter are killed.

Sixteen years later, we find 
Courtland still feeling guilty 
about the whole affair, not to 
mention a deep sense a loss for 
his wife. To perk him up a bit, his 
business associate suggests the 
two of them go to Florence, 
(where Courtland first met his 
wife), for a bit of business and 
pleasure.

In Florence, Courtland visits 
the church where he met 
Elizabeth twenth-six years 
earlier, and is shocked to meet a 
girl who is exactly like his late 
wife in appearance and 
mannerisms. Sandra, (Genevieve 
Bujold) soon is made aware of 
the uncanny similarities, and 
quite quickly, Courtland brings 
her back to the U.S.A. to be 
married.

all of which are successful in the 
purpose; yanking the audiencl 
from disbelief to reality, and the I 
back the other way agairffl 
Courtland, strong in his beli« 
that Sandra is somehow his laffl 
wife returned to him, loses hll 
friends and his job in a despera* 
attempt to win back his love. 1

Obviously, the movie isveifl 
romantic, and the less cynic# 
amongst the audience migl@ 
shed a few tears, (of sadnessiB 
first, then joy), as the movil 
concludes. But The Way Wl 
Were fans should avoid Obseil 
s/on, as should admirers of T/i| 
Gumball Rally, as the movie i I 
generally low-key, but psjj 
chologically tense.

Cliff Robertson, becau-' I, 
the nature of the film, is forcedtl 
carry the bulk of the movie! 
impact on his shoulders. Andthil 
task he accomplis he I 
marvellously. Courtland i| 
moody, reticent, and difficult 11 
understand, and . Robertson! 
characterization is abov| 
reproach.

Genevieve Bujolds assign 
ment is equally difficult becausl 
we never know who she is uni I 
the end of the movie. She is man I 
people, all at the same time, an! 
Bujold, (redeeming herself aft! 
Earthquake,) is startling! B 
mysterious and puzzling.

Although not scary in lb 8 
same way that Black ChrisW 
was, Obsession is shuddering!! 
suspenseful, and its conclusion 
is highly emotional, as well f I 
informative. Although not quill 
obsessed, I was somewhat swe|| 
away by the ending; which! 
what I like in a movie.

Mind you, I hate The Gu*| 
ball Rally.

by Gordon Turtle

Obsession, Director; Brian de 
Palma. Starring Cliff Robertson 
and Genevieve Bujold

Director Brian de Palma has 
stated that Obsession was made 
in honour of the world of Alfred 
Hitchcock, and has chosen the 
plot for the movie to be quite 
similar to Hitchcock’s magnum 
opus, Vertigo.

In duplicating a Hitchcock 
film, however, de Palma was not 
entirely successful. Although 
Obsession contains much of 
Hitchcock's rather macabre 
humour, it does not possess the 
flair and dynamism of most of 
Hitchcock's work. Rather, 
Obsession is a dark movie, 
almost totally devoid of cheer, 
and constantly full of bleak, stark, 
and hopeless imagery.

Obsession examines, from 
the inside, the struggle of a man 
who, torn between reality and 
illusion, eventually chooses to 
believe the impossible. The 
movie examines distrust, 
suspicion, and betrayal, but con
cludes, on a note of redemption, 
albeit the redemption is perhaps 
too late.

No doubt the high point of 
the Beatles’ career, (if it is possi
ble to establish one single high 
point at all) was the Abbey Road 
album. Even though the album 
sold for one dollar more than 
most other albums, (I'm sure we 
all remember that), it was well 
worth the extra buck. Many 
qualified music critics I have met, 
and none of them real Beatles 
fanatics, content that Abbey 
Road, remains the perfect exam
ple of exquisitely-produced rock 
music. I am inclined to agree to a 
large extent. The second side of 
that album is funny, sad, lovely, 
exciting, and puzzling, all at the 
same time. And there are so many 
significant things on that album! 
Every time the Beatles say “yeah, 
yeah, yeah," the significance is 
astounding!

/ Listen, even my mother likes 
a couple of Beatle songs. 
Everyone does. Can you name 
any other artist or group that has 
touched the world to such an 
extent? The summer Beatles' 
revival served at least one pur
pose; it awoke a lot of people to 
the importance of the band. And 
even though we now hear Yester
day more than we hear You Never 
Give Me Your Money (which is 
regretful), we should appreciate 
the fact that the Beatles have 
been even slightly resurrected 
from potential obscurity.

Remember, it was John Len
non who taught us how many 
holes it takes to fill the Albert
Hall, - - - - -

Well, I never did find out from 
that album whether or not Mc
Cartney lived in the material 
world then, (he certainly does 
now), but I did learn an enormous 
amount about the Beatles, and 
their place in contemporary 
music.

There are some people who 
still insist that the Beatles were 
never really serious musicians, 
but I think it is safe to say, (even if 
I share a cliche opinion), that the 
Beatles reached and maintained 
a level of maturity previously 
unheard of in pop music. In fact, 
the prime contribution of the 
Beatles to the modern entertain
ment world was their still unique 
ability to blend serious subject 
matter and musical content with 
popular appeal and trendy 
techniques. Take a song like 
Eleanor Rigby, no song at that 
time had ever reached the top ten 
and dealt with a topic that this 
song does.

I remember running home 
from a friend’s place during the 
Paul McCartney’s death 
rumours, scared half-crazy of 
God-knows-what, after hearing 
some voice say, "I buried Paul," 

distinctly, at the end of

The movie opens on an 
evening in 1959, to find Michael 
Courtland, (Cliff Robertson),and 
his wife Elizabeth, (Genevieve 
Bujold), hosting a party to 
celebrate their tenth wedding 
anniversary. Very Truffaut-ish, 
the party scene includes a dance 
that Courtland has with his nine- 
year old daughter; a dance that is 
to prove significant near the end 
of the movie.

The bizarre soon turns to the 
unbelievable, as Courtland 
becomes obsessed with 
Elizabeth-Sandra, and soon, 
there is no distinction; Sandra is 
Elizabeth.

The movie concludes with a 
number of surprises and shocks,

i very
| Strawberry Fields Forever. We 
j followed that sadistically with a 
’close listening to A Day in the
Life. Talk about shivers up my 
spine! ___________________

à
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Soloists leave 
audience limp

m
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a hauntingly beautiful soprano 
with just a bit of the Slavic 
melancholy. And, just when one 
was beginning to suspect a kind 
of inverted nationalism from all 
those Russian songs, we were 
electrified by seven Spanish 
dances by Defoli. They sparkled!

In an encore which was a 
tour de force on its own, Ms. 
Karashvili gave us Puccini's mov
ing aria from Tosca. One has 
difficulty conceiving how this 
consumately non-Italian soprano 
could manage the change in 
manner and delivery needed fora 
conviricing Tosca. But she did. In 
a memorable few moments we 
were treated to a moving, emotive 
Tosca which by itself was worth 
walking through a blizzard to 
experience. Ms. Karashvilli is a 
formidable artist, both in 
appearance and delivery. She not 
only sang superlatively, she was 
able to elicit the emotion of the 
lyrics and hit you with them, hard.

It was a pity that such 
musical brilliance was expended 
on so few. And particularly ironic 
that within a short walk, some 
1600 students, with their radios 
turned to the local "rock pile," all 
totally of this musical happening 
going on so near but so far out of 
mind.

by Art Burgess
Stars of the Bolshoi Theatre 

came and went quietly last 
Thursday, playing to a handful of 
classical music affecionados in 
the SUB Theatre.

Violinist Ruben Agaronyan 
and Soprano Makvala Karashvilli 
produced a musical evening that 
was both varied and excellent. 
Their programmes leaned heavi
ly on Russian works by 
Mussgorski, Rachmaninoff and 
Prokoffiev, although Agraronyan 
opened the evening with a sen
sitive reading of Beethoven’s 
Violin Sonata No. 5 in F which 
was clear, crisp and wonderfully 
articulated.
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Ballet Ys dancers risk Ignominlty working lor a new company, In addition to passing up better money 
than the $130/week they make.

This collaboration with ac
companist Mary Ann Arutuian 
was well received by the sparse 
audience. The twenty-six* year 
violinist gave us a Romance by 

lancers train with the big com- Rachmaninoff - the Daisies, 
pany schools, and then go on to Prokoffiev’s march from the 
join the company. Few good ballet A Love for Three Oranges 
professional dancers are willing and left us limp with his encore, 
to risk ignominityin a relatively Basilli’s Laronda de la Tunis.

Ms. Karashvilli is a robust, 
dramatic soprano in the 

manner. She

ancers are people
by Jackie Critchley rigidity and create a new mi »ir* • >* 

expression. “Virtuosity is not 
their goal, the message is more 
important than physical feats," 
says Ms. Grant.

The dance Nolhgan, perhaps 
best exemplifies some of the 
company’s ideals. Performed by 
Noble Barker and Kathleen Trick, 
it is based on the life of a Quebec 
poet who destroys the thing he 
loves most — his art.

The choreography is tight, 
the dancers superb technicians; 
and the piece itself beautifully 
moving.

iBallet Ys commissions 
choreographers to do original 
works, and to set them with the 
company. The choreographer 
can start with a piece of music as 
in the dance Echoplex, which is 
based on a musical device with 
which the musician reproduces a 
sound phrase in repetitive 
patterns or in simple echoes. Or, 
as in All That Wasted Shame, 
which deals with three levels of 
women coping with their sexuali
ty, the dance can be based on an 
idea.

; On Friday and Saturday 
||ghts. the audience at SUB 
theatre got a look at one of the 
new directions in Canadian 
dance.

| The Toronto based Ballet 
Ifs, formed in 1971, is a young 

small in size and

new company.
Ballet Ys six dancers are 

from the States. They are all Wagnerian 
highly trained professionals who dominated the whole building 
could be earning more than the ^er r*ch full soprano. Her 
$130.00 a week they now make, programme dipped deeply into 
elsewhere. However, the com- fhe well of Russian folk song. She 
pany offers them challenge and a ffn9 a Ukrainian Hopak by

Mussgorski, a lament - The Stars 
Where are You. then

■bmpany 
SBiances, but despite these 
restrictions, it produces 
something unique and 
refreshing.

In the words of Gloria Grant 
(co-director), the dances are 
"down to earth, gutsy.” The 

Kmpany wants to portray what’s 
Effecting people now and the 

fleas they are communicating 
Between themselves.

She sees one of the problems 
Brith modern dance as it being too 
■soteric. The dancers are not 

people but objects. Audiences 
■re often left in the dark, as 
■ompanies pursue their own 
Hhims, claiming audience com

prehension is unimportant.
Bailey Ys seeks to retain 

Audience identification with the 
dancers, and uses this to give a 

■rang presentation of current 
'ideas. The dancers as in 

■aditional ‘fairytale’ ballet, retain 
jljfieir personal identities as 
imuman beings, (male and 
«male), in trying to com
municate new themes.

However, contrary to tradi- 
■on, there is no corps de ballet, or 
Mad dancers. Each member of 
Hie company is a soloist, ex
hibiting individual strength and 
Harnesses.

This concert was part of the 
CANSOV concert series which 
tours young award winning ar
tists from the Montreal Inter
national Competition. Both 
Agaronyan and Karashvilli are 
gold medal winners from 1973.

chance to experiment. As Gloria 
Grant put it, "I became bored with 
the typical ballet co., not doing Rachmaninoff s love song / Love 
new work all the time." She has You-

All of these were delivered instayed with the company, work
ing it to its present form because 
she feels there are so few oppor
tunities for dancers in this coun
try, especially if they want to try 
something new.

The company is financed by 
the government, and makes 
about 30% of its budget from box 
office returns, but finances are 
tight, limiting the company to six.

Injuries occur about once a 
week and can put a dancer out of 
action for ten days, which in this 
small company can be dis
astrous. Dancers must continue 
to work despite injury which 
slows the speed of recovery. 
Ballet Ys takes it’s own dance 
floor when it goes on tour to help 
prevent injuries from occurring.

Students’
Union

Special
Events

i;
V

r.

at ratt
Saturday Night, Oct. 16, 9 p.m 

JAZZ and POETRY
with music by- 

Gail Bowen and friends 
and poetry by

Milton Acorn

Dancing is a risky trade both 
physically and financially. Out of 
the five major ballet companies in 
Canada — three are traditional.

Ballet Ys is one of the. two 
smaller modern ballet com
panies.

Many Canadian ballet

SThe company challenges the 
ancers, trying to push them 

Beyond their capacity, en- 
louraging them to do just one 

Here pirouette, or jump a few 
Inches higher.

Contrasts is a dance which 
Explores this union of natural 

ieling for dance with the inten
se discipline of the ballet 

|ftchnique.
The dance demonstrates 

Borne of the restrictions of the 
Wallet technique alone, the 
||§nechanical repetitions, the male 
Hancer in a purely supportive 
■>le, as he struggles in an 
Hwkward position to hold aloft 
lye showpiece ballerina, retain

ing her rigid pose. Then we see 
®ie dancer gradually evolving to 
||B larger vocabulary of 
Movements as his physical 
^imitations decrease, and using 
llfl'is for greater freedom of self 

xpression.
Combining the best of banet 

H'ith the best of modern dance is 
H'hat Ballet Ys is all about. Using 
»he strength gained from ballet 
Hhey free it from its traditional

ft
u

?
>

m

z

author of: The Island Means Minago
winner of the 1976 Governor 
General’s Award
More Poems for People 
I’ve Tasted My Blood

UV

%t
■ ■

■ft ** in dinwoodieFt |
Indian Awareness Week’st>

POW-WOW
Saturday, October 16, 7 p.m.

Ballet Ys attempts to challenge the dancer
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Performance eases indigestion
seemingly too involved with the able to integrate that role 
rhythm of the production as a significantly with the remainder and given an exciting product 
whole to concentrate on textual of the play. As it was, the narra- could easily be overlooked, y 
and acting problems. As a result, tion would have been equally well fortunately, they typify North?

Light’s effort. The shortcomin 
Swan was hindered by a set of the production only serve? 

impressive, the major roles suf- design that must have looked highlight the over-all excelled 
fered. Myles Waren as Flip, the good on paper, but desperately of the initial production desic 
macho superstar, performed lacked craftsmanship in execu- which was severely coi 
what amounted to little more than tion. The idea was that of a promised in execution. Andy 
an impersonation of Sonny Bono children's story book with pop- even had those standards b? 
mimicing the Fonz, and L. Peter out pictures, but the final set was reached, the effort would mi 
Feldman in his brief role as Ella’s crude, lacking the delicacy re- little sense. The Northern Lit 
boss, laboured under the weight quired to convey a story-book Theatre is obviously a compa 
of an unconvincing and un- quality. Each scene necessitated with much potential, butty 
necessary Jewish accent. Susan the turning of a massive page, an seem to lack in thi 
Andre, as Passionella, was action which proved awkward on dramaturgical sensibilities, 
thoroughly enjoyable while stage, 
dressed in the rags of poor Ella, 
but far too prosaic for the 
glamorous role of Passionella, 
movie star. She was defeated by 
moments of incongruity; when
sharing the stage with the Roland Petit and Canadian ballet and 20 at 8:30 p.m. 
chorus, her performance was star Karen Kain will appear in 
overhwlemed by the stronger and Alberta during the company’s $6.00 and $4.50 (student, sen 
more precise performances of premier tour of Canada this fall, citizen and group rates: $6 
Patricia Lenyre and Christine Headlining the program is their $5.00 and $3.00) from the foil 
Willes. Wally McSween’s interpretation of Carmen which ing outlets: Bay ticket offic 
Narrator would have been splen- ran in Paris earlier this year Downtown, Londonderry a 
did — within the limited context bringing Miss Kain international Southgate, 
of the script — had Swan been acclaim.

These details may be minhours of Huntley-Brinkley and 
the Late Late Show" — 
Passionella falls in love and 
marries a rock-poet of Dylanes- 
que measure. In the end she 
discovers that her macho 
superstar is, like herself, no more 
than a temporarily enchanted 
schmuck, and they live happily 
ever after.

It’s a slight joke, a gag which 
deserves an appreciative 

chuckle, and it is no surprise that 
it cannot measure up to the 
demands of a one-act musical.

This play is social criticism 
for the well-fed, and is perhaps 
ideal for the type of lunch-time 
fare to which Northern Light 
Theatre has restricted itself — an 
engaging bromide designed to 
ease the digestiom. It pulls no 
punches because there are none 
to pull, despite the slick veneer of 
fasionable social comment.

In spite of the thematic 
problems, Passionella is an 
engaging performance vehicle, 
and the Northern Light produc
tion has stressed this frothy fairy
tale aspect. Scott Swan's direc
tion is sketchy at best: he was

by Alan Filewod

while the performance moved served on tape, 
well, and the chorus work was

Passionella, the first produc
tion of Northern Light Theatre's 
current season, is an example of 
that most futile of dramatic 
forms: the social satire that 
revolves around an inherent 
contradiction. In this case, the 
contradiction is of a vaguely 
liberal nature; Passionella in fact 
reinforces the very myths it sets 
out to debunk.

This half-a-musical, 
autonomous segment of Sheldon 
Harnick and Jerry Bock’s hit 
musical The Apple Tree, derives 
from a story by Jules Feiffer, and 
while it maintains some of 
Feiffer's characteristic wit , it 
sorely lacks his sense of irony. 
The play concerns the whimsical 
career of Ella, a mass-media 
Cinderella who is afforded the 
opportunity to live her fantasies 
of stardom.

Despite the restrictions plac
ed upon her by her electronic 
fairy godmother — her beauty is 
apparently only between "the

an

81

French company tours
The Ballets de Marseille Jubilee Auditorium, October

■j:Tickets are available at $7

©

■
Alberta Culture, in co

operation with the Canada Coun
cil, will sponsor appearances of 
the Ballets de Marseille in 
Calgary and in Edmonton as part 
of an official cultural exchange 
between France and Canada. 
The collaboration of a Canadian

Voila
The Edmonton F 

Theatre will be staging five sh 
during its 1976-77 season. 7 
new season will be kicking: 
with two plays, which will n 
Oct. 15, 16, 17, 22, 23, 24.

The first show will beLaVt 
Humaine (The human voice)I 
Jean Cocteau and the sec» 
show on the program will i 
Sammy, by Ken Hughes a 
adapted by Pol Quentin. Tick 
are now available from | 

The Ballets de Marseille with theatre office, rm. 008, 8406- 

Karen Kain will appear in Edmon- st., at the Carrefour, 11217 Jas| 
ton at the Northern Alberta Ave, and the HUB Box Office

Frengj

QUICK
placing a long distance 

call, is it cheaper to: 
have the operator place the call? D 

or direct dial ? D

♦ ♦ ♦
Kdancer and French company, 

performing together in their 
respective countries, makes this 
tour a unique artistic venture and 
offers to Albertans an opportuni
ty to enjoy the best of the 
international stage.

When
i
!

fêbzn'tp iCs
djPHP WRANGLERS 1 W

- LEVIS LEES -

Just Arrived!
All New Brittania Stock

Answer correctly this 
and three other questions about 

long distance and you could

WIN ONE OF THREE 
HONDA CIVICS

in HUB8901 - 112 St.

LUTHERAN STUDENT MOVEMENT
Irene Hause and Debbie Giebelhaus share then 

summer
ADVENTURE IN GUATEMALA

Sunday, October 17, 7:30 p.m. 
Lutheran Student Centre, 11122-86 Ave

Coop supper at 6:00

Full details are 
in your free ,
personal tele- 
phone directory 
available at your t 
campus bookstore.

s, V_

*

IF *>•

rM- rate*t

food service
8:30 AM till 11 PM

“refreshments”
3 PM till 11 PM

i ?»

IN THE 
LONG DISTANCE 
SWEEPSTAKES.

gamXu I';

Trans-Canada Telephone System *7th floor SUB There’s Room At The Top
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CON by Ambrose Fierce
General

Insurance
Auto, Fire, Life

My favorite plagiarism story — and 
anyone who says it isn't mine, that I stole 
it, is a liar and probably a plagiarist 
himself to boot — my favorite plagiarism 
story began when God fashioned the 
universe; the main action for our pur
poses, however, gets rolling around ten 
years ago, when my friend Dr. Ed 
Narwog (not his real name), at that time 
plain old Ed Narwog, sat, late one night, 
panting and sweating and lucubrating 
like mad.

He was writing his very own 
freshman essay. An earnest man, he was 
an earnest youth; his essay had been 
thoroughly, exhaustively, painstakingly 
thought out, re-thought, researched, 
outlined, index-carded. It had a pellucid 
and powerful thesis. His paper was a 
good, tightly organized, crystalline 
freshman essay, and when it returned 
from his instructor, coincidentally called 
Narwog (not his real name), it bore a big 
and bold scarlet A+.

Ed beamed, refrained from 
boasting, filed the thing, and forgot it. Ed 
filed everything; he never threw anything 
away — nothing, especially if it had an 
At on it. Six or seven years later Ed 
moved. He left the parental nest (having 
by this time saved a fortune in rent), but 
leaving behind much property, leaving 
behind many files, in one of which still 
lay sequestered his early, A+ parvum 
opus, by now forgotten — forgotten, but 
not gone.

On the right side of the desk, finally, 
as a sessional, Dr. Ed blossomed, came 
into his own. He was tough, sharp, well 
informed, and witty. He was magnetic, 
hypnotic, charismatic. In his classes, 
there was never any doubt as to who was 
in charge. Dr. Ed was a professional to 
the tips of his perfectly manicured 
fingers. True, his annual first few 
batches of freshman essays were bitterly 
dismal, but this phenomenon is, at most 
North American universities, an iron 
tradition, so Dr. Ed did not worry unduly, 
although marking the things always 
made him sick.

Late one night Dr. Ed, all his 
colleagues having gone, sat, panting 
and sweating and cerebrating like mad. 
He was marking freshman essays 
(“What?” “You can’t mean this.” "Frag.”), 
despite the blinding headache this chore 
induces. Around two a.m. Dr. Ed decided 
to pack it in after one more paper — 
turned in, as luck would have it, by his 
least promising student, a footballer 
whose fingers — huge, and curved like 
corrugated bananas 
ground as he walked. Dr. Ed sighed. He 
began to read listlessly, rubbing his 
temples but not whimpering; after the 
first sentence, however, he sat riveted.

He was reading a good freshman

He devoured this essay, cramming 
the margins with accolades ("Excellent 
point!" “Brilliant!” "A real contribution to 
knowledge!”), reading faster and faster. 
At the conclusion he wrote, “Superb. 
This paper gets an A+ You get an F-,” He 
had of course just read his own old 
freshman paper — stolen, shortly after 
his departure from home, by an en
trepreneurial younger sibling; sold, at a 
fat price, to the Windsor essays broker, 
who knew a choice bit of merchandise 
when he saw one; resold, typed and 
retyped, leased, loaned, sold and sold 
again, until it became an un
derground/undergrad classic. Whoring 
along over the years, it racked up dozens 
of A+'s, and not a few A++’s.

It was by this time expensive, but for 
those who could afford it the paper was 
sure-fire — sure-fire, that is, until it 
would up on its author’s desk, as it was 
sooner or later bound to do. Dr. Ed, 
having sent his teaching assistant over 
to hand back the graded essays, sat, feet 
on his desk, buffing his nails, chortling, 
waiting. He had not long to wait; young 
Lurch Grustle (not his real name), 
though a linesman, could move like a 
quarterback when he thought or rather 
felt the situation warranted such speed, 
and this despite his titanic bulk.

Really, it seems a shame to break off 
a story right at the best part, but, 
because of space constraints, that is 
what I must do, for I have a few words 
which I must address to Mrs. Torrance.

Lydia, let us be friends. You cannot, 
I know, help being Lydious, but you can 
quit being straight-out Lydiotic. It is true, 
as you say, that I am young, just 
fourteen, and am consequently still 
"undeveloped" — still, to put it bluntly, 
hung like the neck of a balloon. But I am 
also a physics major with an I.Q.of 185 (a 
bad “case”), and am thus in a position to 
help you with your pop quiz. Open the 
microwave oven door, dump in enough 
coal for a good fire, then light it, just as 
you are used to doing, and finally press 
one of the decorative buttons to the right 
of the door. Pressing the proper button 
releases the little microwaves, whose 
function it is to ionize the smoke 
particles and thus eliminate the need for 
chimneys. When the paint on top begins 
to blister and peel away, then you are 
ready to cook dinner — on the ideal 
smokeless griddle. There, that is a 
friendly tip, freely given; go back to 
Home-ec-land, now, and never bother 
me again, or I will be obliged to tell the 
whole sordid story (you are of course 
104, not 84, and I can prove it) of your 
lucrative twenty years as, under an alias, 
the entire red light district of Dryhump, 
North Dakota — a double decade which 
almost certainly qualifies you for the 
title, ”World's Oldest Pro."

We realize the problems 
students have obtaining honest 
answers and rates for their 
insurance needs. For quotes 
and information call

^Burnt ASSOCIATE 4QENCIE5
6EHR4L imtflrfCE

SOUTH M*LV OAKFR CCNTRC 
CDMORTOW ACeCRTA 

TElEPHOnS 424-5469 1*4-St**
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New Pony jogging shoes*Any oli I iiihlvtit • shoes.

Trade in your old 
athletic shoes and get $5.00 

off newPonys at the
(36è lInivnfsityr>îfçCyiîberta°Book§tot€

Pony Exchange counter.
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'Quebec strike supported \

w
UEBEC CITY (CUP) and the Confederation of 

jeacher’s associations from two National Trade Unions.
The strike began Sept. 7,

Laval's 23,000 students, when 
faculty voted 83 per cent against 
the university’s latest contract

:

'
provinces and at least one other
Buebec campus have added their interrupting fall registration for offer. 
FPPort to the faculty strike at 
«aval University, now entering its 
■th week.
■ The council of the Federa- 
gfon of New Brunswick Faculty 
association (FNBFA) voted 
animously Sept. 25 to support 
Bculty in their efforts to secure 
jfcademic freedom. They gave 
IpOO to an already-established 
®an fund for the strikers, an 
gnount totalling 15 per cent of 
FNBFA's annual budget.
1 O’1 Sept. 30, the executive 
ITd interested members of 
HcGill Association of University 
Spachers (MAUT) travelled to 
pval to demonstrate solidarity 
lith the strikers.
f The strike, based more on 
|:ademic disputes than finan- 
1 al ones, was endorsed by the 
I anadian Association of Univer- 
§ty Teachers executive, The 

ebec Teachers Corporation

k

iSLfridays Canada’s Official OlympicTeam Shoe.un-

0^5^ Try our Breakfast Special

-i O' Bacon, 2 eggs, toast and coffee

*v
1.59 Ernie's STEAK PIT l td.

/■>’ l.ltXtim I>minx
I ll C/lM'i/ / i i/l/iVl

i.t/’fii nl \l -/•.
/ /■' / /’I /■' A / \ ( <

A Lunch & Dinner Specials DailyA

1.49Open: 7:30 - 6:30 till 11 for sandwiches & snacks 
Beverages: 3:00 - 11:00 Mon - Thurs 
3:00 - 12:00 Fri & Sat

i vsvia.itimiN 4hU- ' 144 
4i i Bonnie I )oon Shopping Vein ix
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Sports Quiz

Answers page 2
1. In 1964 two NFL players were suspended tor betting on their otfcij 
teams. Name one of them. (3pts)
2. Which of the following quarterbacks has thrown a 99-y 
touchdown pass? a) Bart Starr b) Joe Namath c) Sonny Jurgensonl -J 
John Hadl. Bonus: Name the receiver. (4pts) Bonus (2pts)
3. What former CFL quarterback led his team to an NFL cha.*m|
pionship? (3pts) P®
4. Name the all-star team selected from the recent Canada cJ 
hockey series. (5pts)
5. In 1968 the NL and AL MVP awards both went to pitchers. Namet^ 
two pitchers. (4pts)
6. Only one boxer has won the heavyweight championship on a foJ 
Who was it? (5pts)
7. Only two tennis players have won all four major tournaments (grarM 
slam) in 1 year. Which two? (2pts)
8. What sport do you associate these names with? a) Larry Mahan® 
Anatoly Karpov c) Cliff Thorburn d) Bud Summervillee) Earl Antho 
(5pts)
9. Which CFL team holds the record for most consecutive wins 
regular season play? a) Calgary b) Saskatchewan c) Edmonton 
Winnipeg e) Hamilton (3pts)
10. Which player holds the NHL record for the fastest 3 goals, andh 
long did it take? (1 pt)

sports
Bears chances brighten

SIThe Huskies and Dinos both 
have two games remaining. 
Calgary playing UBC and Sask 
on the road, while Sask plays the 
Bears and Cal. at home.

The Bears received some 
bad(?) news when their first 
string manager, the often injured 
Bobby Kilgannon, added another 
malady to his already lengthy list 
of hurts this season. Kilgannon, 
who is just recovering from a 
severely sprained ankle that kept 
him sidelined for three weeks, 
added a dislocated elbow to his 
collection of impairments.

Kilgannon will probably be 
lost for the season and there have

by Darrell Semenuk
Up until a few days ago, it 

appeared that the Golden Bears’ 
chances of making the playoffs in 
the WIFL were very slim indeed.
But after last weekend’s games, 
new hope has been injected into ]
the team. ,

The UBC T’Birds shaded the i
U of Sask Huskies 16-15 in j 
Vancouver, whilethe Bisons from 1
Manitoba fashioned the shocker |
of the year when they humiliated 1
the Dinosaurs in Calgary, to the 
tune of 67-8.

That’s the same Calgary .
team that went to the College ■ 
Bowl last year, and that were ■ 
ranked number one in the nation I 
earlier this season. The turning ■
point for the Dinos seems to have H 
come after their back to back

L;

ti
&S“ :

m tri III MiX // Hunt new V’Ball coach «
Y0been rumours circulating that the 

club may be looking for a less 
injury prone manager. Kilgannon 
has been with the club for six 
years.

currently working towards ti™ 
degree of Doctor of PhilosoptijH 
in Physical Education.

No stranger to the game 
Volleyball, she has participai! 
as a player on university and crfre 
teams and, while a gradual! 
student, coached the 1967-faL™ 
and 1968-69 editions of the Paras 
das. ea<

Val Hunt has taken over as 
head coach of the University of 
Alberta Panda Volleyball team.

A lecturer in the Faculty of 
Physical Education and Recrea
tion, Hunt teaches adopted 
physical education and, for the 
past few years, has been involved 
in a pre-school play program for 
trainable mentally retarded 
children (PREP) which operates 
from the university.

Hunt also worked as assis
tant physical education director 
of the Ottawa YM-YWCA and as 
assistant direction of athletics at 
Glendon College, York Universi-

Bobby Kilgannon
viously hurting tor their game 

The two teams split the pair against the Bisons, and it showed 
of games, Calgary winning in on the scoreboard.
McMahon stadium 24-6, and 
Alberta taking the contest at threegamestofinishsecond.and

qualify for the sudden death 
The first game was a playoff. UBC, barring a total 

stalemate physically, but the collapse, will finish in top spot. 
Bears punished the Dinos at The Alberta crew has a record of 
home, with more than a half 2-3, with home games against 
dozen Calgary players being UBC and Manitoba sandwiched 
helped off before the conclusion between a game against the 
of the game. Calgary was ob- Huskies in Saskatoon.

IllThe more serious matter at 
hand is the upcoming game 
against UBC at Varsity stadium 
on Saturday. Although it has 
been an overused adjective this 
year, important, is the one word 
that best describes the nature of 
the game. If Bears lose, that 
would surely drop them from the 
playoff picture. Game time is2:0C 
p.m. All persons presenting 
proper ID cards are admitted 
free.

games with the Bears.

Bears still mustwintheirfinal

Varsity stadium, 21-16.
"I know it sounds glib,"shfl 

says, “but I believe that intefl 
collegiate competition can hel* 
an individual to realize, to thf“ 
fullest extent, their potential J 
through the commitment in 
volved." She will coach in lightoj 
that.

u
>

ft

ty.
WIFL Standings

Won
Sue Neill, who has guided 

the Volleyball Pandasforthepas 
few seasons, plans to devote he 
time to full time teaching anil 
administrative duties this year!

She has a Bachelor’s degree 
from the University of Toronto 
and a Master of Arts degree in 
Physical Education from the 
University of Alberta. She is

The Canadian College year
book, which features in depth 
reviews of all the Canadian 
College hockey teams is on sale 
at the SUB bookstore.

Lost
1. UBC Thunderbirds
2. Saskatchewan Huskies
3. Calgary Dinosaurs
4. Alberta Golden Bears
5. Manitoba Bisons

14
33
33 IS32
42

Women’s IntramuralsGet in Shape!!
DRYLAND TRAINING FOR SKIING available. Come out and tri 

something new.
Squash entry deadline is Ofl 

18th. The event will take plaq 
Oct. 23 at 10:00 p.m. on the PI 
courts. Instruction will beprovia 
ed by an expert squash player.

Notice: Officials are require) 
for various events and will be paij 
for services rendered. Leaveyoui 
name and phone number at tit 
Women’s Intramural Office.

Thurs. Oct. 7. It was a terrific 
time. For all those tennis-dieCompleted Events:

Hen Hustle was held last 
Wed. Oct. 6 at 5 p.m. on the U of A next term, 
track. It was well attended, great 
fun and even profitable for those Current Events: 
lucky winners of Thanksgiving 
turkeys!

or lor anyone who's interested
hards, watch for indoor tennis

$5.00 for six weeks 
twice weekly Tues. & Thurs. at 5 p.m. 

for further information phone 436-6496
Inner Tube Water Polo is

currently winding up this week. 
Tennis was completed last Watch for new schedules. Please

notify the I.M. office in advance, if 
you know you will default.First session commences Oct. 19...meet outside Men's In

tramural Office. Program run by ex-members of the Alberta Ski 
Team in conjunction with the U of A Ski Club.

Roster cut 
by three

3
Coming Events:

Field Hockey will be held 
Oct. 18 and 25, 5 p.m. at Lister 
Hall Field. Instruction and equip
ment will be provided. The 
deadline was Oct. 13 but if you 
missed come anyway. Everyone 
is welcome.

Volleyball is running Oct. 19- 
Nov. 9, Mon, Tues, or Thurs at 7 
p.m. in the West Gym. Schedule? 
will be coming out soon. Come 
out and cheer.

Lacrosse will be held Oct. 2C 
and Oct 27 at 5 p.m. on the Lister 
Hall field. Instruction will be

Unite Managers: ||
Have you got a groupm 

eager women participants? Wh|P 
not form your own unit, complets 
with a handle. Leave your nam 
and phone number at the In 
tramural Office. s

by Darrell Semenuk

Head coach Clare Drake is 
slowly thinning his roster down, 
releasing three players after 2 
inter-squad games, Thursday 
and Friday.

Released were goaltender 
Jack Walker, who was with 
Calgary's Mount Royal College 
last year, centre Ray Anderson, 
who toiled with Red Deer Junior 
College last season, and winger 
Dale Fischer, who played briefly 
with the Bears last year.

The deletions leave the 
roster count at 27, including 18 
forwards, which Drake says he 
wants'to reduce by 4 or 5. Drake 
is left with 7 defencemen and 2 
goaltenders.

The final cuts may not oe 
made, according to Drake, until 
after the team's first two exhibi
tion games. The Bears will play 
two community colleges. Red 
Deer junior college on Saturday, 
and then the Camrose College 
Vikings on Sunday. Both games 
will be played at the respective 
colleges. The Bears won’t open 
their league schedule until Nov. 
5, 6 when they take on the 
Calgary Dinosaurs at Varsity 
arena.

Electronics World Correction: The next if 
Managers meeting will be Ocl 
18th 7:30 p.m. at the Facult 
Club.

The Closest Sound 
to your World For further information visi 

the Women’s Intramural Office 
Physical Education Complei 
Mon-Fri 12-1 and Mon-Thurs4-!Audio Analyst Speakers 100x p.m. Phone 432-3585.

reg. $430 pair now $300 pair

Co Rec-reationSTA Nikko 5050 Receivers
Do you like to play with the 
opposite sex?

Get involved with Co-Rec 
Intramurals. Separate from Men’s 
and Women's Intramurals, the 
Co-rec program offers some 
unique activities in a social 
atmosphere. In the past, Co-Rec 
Intramurals have included the 
traditional sports already being 
offered by Men's and Women's 
Intramurals but this year things 
are changing.

To give you an idea, some oi 
the new activities include canoe

ing, hay rides, snow showing,» 
country ski clinic, and races. Fff 
sign-ups, information oi 
suggestions come into the Men) 
or Women’s Intramural offices 
downstairs in the Phys. Ed. Bldg 
Mon to Fri, 12-1 and 4-5. Keel 
your eyes open for the new O 
Red Intramural Schedule.

Car Rally 5
For those of you who have 

signed up for the Rail)! 
remember... Sunday, October!! 
is the day -10 a.m. in Parking Id 
B. See you there!

NOW 199.95reg. 369.95

TRM Nikko 500 Amps
reg. $319.95 NOW 189.95

8519-1112 st. 433-5636
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Turkeys give thanks n/y
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If you don’t fit into those parking lot (west side) for 
categories you may still eat well numbers and instructions, tie 
Saturday night if you finish in the early as many entrants are ex
last fifty. Two of those final fifty pected. 
runners will each receive a 
gobbler each, through the luck of 
the draw.

Now that they have become 3. up to 10 points per unit will be 
immortalized turkeys can hold 
their wattles high. A wise man 
once said, “I am greater because 
a turkey has passed through me.”

I With the passing of each 
Inksgiving there are a few 
|e fat guys and a lot fewer 

jieys. it is indeed a trying time 
Eear for the noble turkey 
™ What have we done for this 

,d of man who annually gives 
Herously of life and limbs? I’ll 

what, nothing! Thats

tv
'll

-JB• |------* « .
Uv.re/-. .W..P JJ_____ I I
FEip"

Time: Saturday, October 16,1976 scoring method will be used to
at 10:30 a.m. decide unit placement, (ie. if 1 1‘re
start: Jubilee Auditorium parking there are 250 entries, the first

place finisher will receive 250 
Entries: accepted between 9:45 points and the last place finisher 
a m. and 10:00 a.m. on October 1 point.) The top ten finishers in 
16 at starting area (no pre-entry each unit will be used in place- 
required - sign up on race day).
Eligibility Regulations:
1. Members of the University
Cross Country Team (or be presented to the unit with the 
equivalent) are ineligible for the most participants in the race.
Turkey Trot. A team "member” is - A special draw at the end of the 
one who has participated in one race (using the names of the last 
meet or one race for that team at 50 finishers) will be made for Two 
any time since May 1, 1976.
2. Anyone who is currently trpin- different people finishing in the 
ing for the University Track Team last 50 will each get a turkey. This 
or Cross-country Team (or is known as the "Wild Card" 
equivalent), for the V4 mile or an Draw.
event of greater distance is - Top three finishers (individual) 
ineligible for the Turkey Trot.
Details:

tt-HT2. Officials will be stationed along 
course. Anyone leaving the 
course will be suspended.
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fi
awarded for participation. 
Achievement points will be 
awarded as. outlined on the l-M

you
t. NOKTH —>Orioles and Cardinals get 
,bail teams as namesakes, 
ins and Snowbirds are im- 
taiized in song. The regal 

not honored until

Notice Board. The reverse order

1 ;y was
ntly, when the men’s in- 
ural department decided to 

J|rently call their gala, 2.3 mile 
gls country road race ex- 
Baganza the Turkey Trot.
4 Please do not confuse this 
" , with one held every so often 

loston. Ours has more class!
can register at 9:45 on 

jrday morning in front of the 
ilee auditorium. The race 
ts at 10:30 and is over way 
ire 11:00. If you're quick.
The route is laid out on the 
ithtakingly beautiful campus 
phery. Keeping in mind that 
;n turkeys will be given away 

glbnzes. The top three finishers 
||h receive a bird. The unit or 
ifemity with the most people 
Bred receives two turkeys.

lot.
1

IhSCII Shoesm
ment.
4. Turkeys for Prizes
- Two Grade "A” TURKEYS will

Discount Prices on Shoes for the Entire
Family

10470-82 Ave.
Also Downtown-, Jasper Placé.

1

Grade “A” Turkeys ie. two

“Injeanious”will each get a Grade "A” Turkey. 
These presentations will be made 

1. Meet at the Jubilee Auditorium at the conclusion of the race.
Flag Football

The flag football season is 
coming to a close as the playoffs 
get under way on October 20. It 
looks like the following teams will 
be in the playoffs:
Div I Delta Upsilon “A" vs Law

X
, _

l»l

Ki “A”.
Div II AAA “B" vs Phi Delta Theta 
Div III many units in the running 
for the title.

The Turkey Trot is
scheduled for Saturday October 
16. Sign up in front of the Jubilee 
Auditorium by 10:00a.m. Lets see 
all you turkeys out there Satur
day morning.

The Intramural Office is 
pleased to announce that the 
Graduate Student Association 
has been admitted into the 1976- 
77 Intramural program.

A "Participant of the Week” is 
being chosen again this year. 
This week’s "Participant of the 
Week" is Randy Gregg of Delta 
Upsilon. Randy scored 2 
touchdowns in leading his team 
to victory over last year’s footbal' 
champs Physical Education 
Congrats to Randy.

Men’s Intramural Hockey 
and Basketball programs require 
referees for the 1976-77 season 
Deadline for applications is Oct
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Photo Brian Gavrlloff
■ The Golden Bear track and field team competed in the Provincial 
Cross-Country championships at Laurier Park last Sunday. The Bears’ 
team finished 2nd behind Calgary. Ian Newhouse was the top Golden Bear

21.
Applications can be receivec 

from the Men’s Intramural office 
in the Phys. Ed. Bldg. Room 24.moetitor with a second place finish in the 5,000 metres.
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Hours:
Fri-Sat. 8:00 p.m.-4:00 a.m. 

Wed-Thurs-Sun.
8:00 p.m.-1:30 a.m.

And We Have It Exclusively. 
Colony Full Cut Jeans

by Wrangler $21
Non-Stop Dancing 
Snack Bar
Dazzling Light Show 
Dress Pants Essential

1

THE COLONY
10427 Jasper Avenue 

423-1117
Open Thurs. & Fri. nites til 9 PM

(of course)

THE NIGHT SPOT FOR STUDENTS
HALF PRICE WITH U OF A ID’s ON WED AND THURS.I

101 Street 82 Avenue
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door or SUB office. Reception to The University Yoga Fitness Centre is again in operation. Present rnemi 
follow. All welcome. Further inro. Ph. at present offering a course in Hatha and any others interested are in,

Yoga, emphasizing physical fitness to come to Eastglen High Set 
and relaxation. Further info Dr. Rifle Range Sat. 1-6 p.m. or nh 
Hubert Dhanaraj 427-2015 Office, 469-1402 for more info
462-3364. Speaking comfortably to other
The GFC Nominating Committee is pie individually and/or in n„ 
seeking nominations for an un- settings (such as classrooms 
dergraduate student to serve on the social gatherings) is difficult forso 
Housing and Food Services Com- people. Student Counselling 
mittee. Those who have suggestions vices is offering a course design^ 
for nominations or who are interested assist students to develop 1 
in serving on the above committee fidence, increase comfort and n, 
are requested to contact the lice skills applicable to Sl 
Secretary of the Nominating Com- situations. Six Mondays, beqinn 
mittee, 1-15 University Hall (tel. October 18th, 1-2:30 p.m. Enrollm 
4715). limit: 20 students. How: Come tos
Newman Centre Bake Sale after each !*00r) f°r registration
of the Sunday masses, including the more information.
Saturday evening mass, Oct. 16 & 17.
Proceeds go towards Newman Com
munity Funds.

October 15
Campus Crusade for Christ. Agape- 
Life meeting. Bowling anyone? Meet 
at Tory 1409, 7:30 p.m. All welcome. 
Lutheran Student Movement Hayride 
and barn dance. Meet at the centre 
(11122-86 AVe) at 7 p.m. For rides, 
contact Owen (439-5787).

Urban Reform Group Edmonton 
(URGE). "The Greening of Down
town" a minipark for Edmonton 
Project is a multimedia presentation 
which is to be held in the music room 
of the Centennial Library. Any 
questions phone 432-3099 or 452- 
5368 or 435-8467.
Edmonton Chinese Christian 
Fellowship Bible Study Week, 7:30 
p.m. in SUB Meditation Room.

footnotes 434-8828.
Lutheran Student Movement fireside: 
adventure in Guatemala, at the Cen
tre at 7:30 p.m. Co-op supper 6 p.m.
U of A faculty Brass Quintet will 
present a concert at 8 p.m. in Con
vocation Hall. Admission free.

October 14
U of A S.F. & Comic Art Society 
meeting to determine direction and 
membership views on society and its 
activities. Anyone welcome. Will be 
held in conjunction with Edmonton 
SF & CA society. All interested 
welcome. Rm. 142 SUB 7:00. 
Lutheran Student Movement vesper 
service at the Centre (11122-86 Ave) 
at 9:30 p.m. All welcome.
U of A Table Tennis Club invitation to 
all people interested in forming a 
university table tennis club. Ex
ecutive will be elected at this meeting. 
Room 104 SUB 2:30 p.m.
University Parish, Thursday Worship: 
Join us in a relaxed celebration of 
Word and Sacrament in a folk idiom 
with lots of participation. 6:30 to 8 
p.m. every Thurs in the Meditation 
Room. (SUB 158A, by elevators). 
Sponsored by Univ. Parish. 
(Presbyterian, United, Anglican).

U of A Chess Club, first general 
meeting TB 39. 7:30 p.m. All new 
members welcome. Bring your own 
set. For more info, call Bill at 988- 
5333 before 9:30 p.m.
The Department of Religious Studies 
presents a series of noon-hour 
seminars titled Religious Diversity at 
12 noon in Arts rm. 342. First seminar: 
New Thought Society, Mr. & Mrs. R. 
Darby. All interested students invited. 
Bring your lunch, tea and coffee 
provided.

ft
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October 19
University Parish Tuesday Lunch: 
Join us for the best lunch on campus, 
sponsored by Univ. Parish, every tues 
12:30 to 1:30 p.m. in the Meditation 
Room. (SUB 158A). 50® for a make 
your own sandwich, beverage.
U of A Flying Club general meeting. 8 
p.m. TB-100. Topics: Hanna fly-in, 
upcoming acitivités, club policy and 
films. All interested, welcome. Phone 
Nick Nimchuk 479-6850 after 7 p.m. 
First meeting of the 1976-77 Boreal 
Circle series will be held at 8 p.m. in 
the Lounge (4th floor, Centre Wing 
CW 410), Biological Science Bldg. U 
of A. Speaker: Dr. Gordon Rostocker, 
Assoc. Chairman, Dept, of Physics. 
Topic: "The Northern Lights - How 
They Work and How They Affect us." 
General
Found - on U5 bus friday morning a 
political science textbook called 
Creative Politics by Joe Allman. If it's 
yours phone Jackie at 454-7078. 
University Kayak Club: proposal for 
club including boat building, river 
reading, 'eskimo roll' and organiza
tion of outings. For more info contact 
John St. Clair by either leavinga note 
of the Rec bulletin board of phone 
484-9839.

and

From Oct. 5-21, the U of A Art Gall 
& Museum will be exhibit 
lithographs by Bonnie Sheckter.A 

U of A Student Liberal Club is holding featured in October is an exhibit
regular Wed. noon rap sessions in prints from the U of A Perrhan
Rm. 2-101 new Ed. Bldg. Discussions Collection. Gallery hours: Tues.V) 
focus on current Canadian political 11 a.m.-4 p.m.; Thurs 11 a.m -9pj 
and social issues. All students Sun. 2-5 p.m. Gallery is located 
welcome. Ring House One. Public is welcoe

admission free.

October 16
U of A Flying Club Hanna Fly-in. 
10a.m. - 2:30 p.m. Flour-bombing, 
spot-landing competitions, even free 
coffee. A few aeroplane seats still 
open. All interested contact Nick 
Nimchuk, Fri. 15th 6-8 p.m. 479-6850 
Mens Intramural Program Turkey 
Trot-Road Race, distance 2.3 miles. 
Registration between 9:45 and 10 
a m. in front of Jubilee Auditorium. 
Race starts at 10:30 a m. Seven 
Turkeys are given away as prizes.

October 17
Canadian Registered Music 
Teachers Assoc. Young Artist series 
present duo pianists Paulette Price, 
Claudette Caron. On Canadian tour. 
Tickets $1.00 students, $2.00 non 
student. Tickets may be obtained at

Don't forget that the Students' Union 
Writing Skills Course will begin next The Students’ Union is offe 
week. The six-part series will take 
palce on Oct, 18. 20, 25, 27 & Nov. 1 
and 3 from 4-5 p.m. in Ed. North 2- 
115.

photo-copying services at 5® ae 
in the east hallway of the Stude 
Union Building. Unlike the Lib 
system, the Students' Union willp 

S.L.S. Women’s Project Thursday top quality IBM copies while 
Lectures held at 7:30 p.m. in Rm. 113 raising the prices. This is offered 
Law Centre. Oct. 14 - Custody, service to students of the univen 
Access and Maintenance; Oct. 21 - Change can be obtained from 
Adoption, Child Welfare, II- Information Desk. Tell your frien 
legitimacy; Oct. 28 - Women in the 
Labour Force. All welcome. Christian Reformed Chaplaii 

Every Tues, at 12:30 in CAB33gi 
is an opportunity to eat lunch»- 
studying the Bible together. Th 
for this year’s study the Vocabulat 
John.

Newman Community mass time 
St. Joseph's College Chapel; j 
7:30 p.m.; Sun. 9:30,11:00,12:30,1 
p.m. Mon.Wed.Fri. 12 & 4:30 f 
Tues,Thurs 12:30 & 4:30 p.m.

U of A Rifle and Pistol Club is once

Now... more than ever 
the RCMP offers

a rewarding career
One Way Agape. Bible Studies 
p.m. Prayer Meetings 715 
Wednesdays rm. 289 CAB

Fall hours at the Grad House (lij 
Sask. Drive) every Thurs will be!- 
p.m. Enjoy the lowest prices forte 
wine, and liquor in friendly re'aj 
surroundings.
LSM holds informal vespers at 
Centre 11122-86 Ave every Thurs 
evening at 9:30 p.m. Info 439-5ÎI

If you've ever considered a career in law 
enforcement, now's the time to talk to the 
Royal Canadian Mounted Police. The 
opportunities have never been 
greater.

n

classifieds
WQ-jFor instance, the RCMP is 

accepting applications from both 
men and women, married and single 
And the salary scale has increased 
considerably. It starts at $12,000. per 
year ($230. weekly) with regular 
increases to $16.100. ($309. weekly) 
in the first four years.

If accepted as a member of the 
Force, you'll receive intensive 
training in all aspects of police 
work such as law, investigation, 
first aid and community relations. 
Then you'll be posted to a 
detachment where there's every 
chance to put your knowledge 
and talents to work; to earn 
promotion and, equally 
important, be proud of what 
you re doing for yourself and for 
Canada as a member of one of 
the finest police forces in the 
world.

Quick, professional typing. Drop 
Rm. 238 SUB (432-3423) or 
Margriet at 433-4587 evenings, 
day service possible.
Hayrides and sleigh rides bet» 
Edmonton and Sherwood Park, 
464-0234 evenings, 8-11 p.m. 
Henri's Steno Service. TN 
reports, papers. 424-5858.
For sale: Concord Receiver CR 
25 RMS $150: Sonv TC 120 Cas 
Dëck $50. ph 439-6926.

'64 Comet 4 door sedan, 
Automatic, good running condii 
467-1579 evenings.
For sale: men's Raichle Teton hil 
boots size 9. Like new. Phone! 
1966 evenings.
Troyl de Sands. Extraordim 
Dancers, topless, modelling, 
rates, 487-0609, male or female.
Will type: Assignments, term pap 
etc. Reasonable rates. Phone1 
0114.
Professional copy-editing to n 
prose shine — The WordsmithJ 
6980.
Learn or improve your Gen® 
Native speaker with Ph.D. aval 
for tutoring, conversation, readii 
grammar. Call 439-5627. 
Recorder lessons, single or gi 
beginning and intermediate le 
Call 439-5627.
Babysitter wanted on campus:T 
day and Thursday, 3:30-5:00 i 
439-1266.
Friends of Down-under. A wine 
cheese party will be held on Fn 
Oct. 15th at 8:00 p.m. New mem 
and interested persons are weld 
Phone Bob (429-0065) or Judy! 
3770).
Contemporary sofa and chair. I 
green corduroy fabric. Oak ce 
lamp tables. Excellent condi 
Offers. 462-0839 after 6.
For Sale - Waterbed, Heater. Li” 
sided frame. Available Nov 1.R 
Doug 439-2202 or Dave 439-605
Selling 1970 Torino. B! L 
automatic, powered, air, extras■ 
cellent; 466-0074.
Lost: Ladies silver watch with* 
face between Tory, Ed Bldg® 
Campus Towers. Ph. 467-7191*
Kites, Kites Kites - for flying ‘yyj 
decoration. Books - accesso* 
send 25® for mail-order bro* 
“The Kite Store" 848-A Yongeg 
Toronto M4W 2H1.
Mature Student will type in excN 
for help in Geo. 231.478-3893.
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So if you're a Canadian 
citizen 18 or over; in 
good physical 
condition and have 
completed 
Grade 11 or 
equivalent, think 
about a career 
with the RCMP.
Call or write 
your nearest 
office or use the 
coupon. Wed 
like to tell you 
more.
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THE COMMISSIONER, R.C.M. POLICE, 
OTTAWA, ONTARIO K1A 0R2

NAME

The RCMP
It could be for you

ADDRESS

CITY

n'PROV. POSTAL CODE
E-1C-R


